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Neglected Problems Get Upgrades MSU Top
10 Once
Again

A Total of $12 Million in University Upgrades
Expected; $10.8 Million Spent Thus Far
By Lillian M . Alem an
NewsEditor

as the Student Center black
outs that occurred last year,
will not occur in the future.
The completion date for
these electrical upgrades,
which is expected to resume
at the end of the month, is
October 2003.

The last time a repair of
this m agnitude was co m 
pleted at MSU was during the
late 70's when, according to
Williams, underground feeds
were upgraded.
Minor electrical upgrades,
See“PIPES" on p.5
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By Lillian M . Alem an
NewsEditor

The front area of Stone Hall
In an attempt to accom 
is among one of the many
modate
the
numerous
MSU has once again
campus locations where
am ount of facilities being
received
one of the top spots
pipe repairs can be seen.
erected on campus, MSU has
am ong Universities in the
begun a portion of
North according to U.S. News
its expected $ 12-mil
& World Report's 2003 col
lion upgrading proj
lege ranking.
ect, which has been
“ We are pleased th a t
overlooked for the
year in and year out, we con
past 10 years.
tinue to be ranked among
“The
upgrades
the very best universities
are long o v e rd u e ,”
by U.S. News and World
said MSU President
Report,” said MSU President
Susan A. Cole during
Susan Cole in a recent press
her opening day
release.
speech.
"These
The spot received by MSU,
repairs have been
which was for “The Top Public
neglected
for
a
Universities-Master’s,” was
decade."
compiled by U.S News under
Upon inspection
a new criteria that ranks by
of facilities on campus
giving the greatest weight
after a blackout that
to
“Peer
Assessment.”
occurred on campus
According to U.S. News,
this past summer,
this allows “the top aca
repairmen discovered
demics [they] contact-presi
the problem.
dents, provosts, and deans
“ In
order
to
of admissions at peer institu
a c c o m m o d a te the
tions- to co n ta ct for intan
development on the
gibles such as faculty dedi
MSU cam pus and
cation to teaching...The col
have a reliable and
lege experience consists of
redundant electrical
a host of intangibles th a t
distribution system, the
cannot be reduced to mere
upgrades are neces
numbers.” U.S. News does
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sary,” said Director of
say that its rankings provide
the Physical Plant, Kiki
an "excellent starting point
The new residence halls located on the 30-acres of land purchased by M SU in Little
Williams.
for families because they
Upgrading
the
Falls, is expected to be completed by next summer. The residence halls will house
offer the opportunity to
campus
electrical
approximately 850 students, and will include a recreational building with a swimming
ju d g e the relative quality
system will cost an
pool, basketball and volleyball courts, and a police substation.
of institutions based on
estimated $9.4 mil
widely accepted indicators
lion. The upgrading
of excellence.
includes the addition of a
new electrical substation,
which will be the second on
campus.
The newer station will con
tain two 20-mega-watt trans
formers and a series of under
ground preferred and alter
nate feeders. The original
substation, located at the
work closely with NJ schools, benefiting
hundreds
of cation within the state. TAG
top of Webster Road, will also By Cesarina Miceli
students, and parents to pro thousands of students annu is New Jersey’s Tuition Aid
undergo changes.
StaffWriter
cess student loan applica ally. This
Grant pro
Each
building’s
tions. This 18-member board money is
gram, which
66 I H a v e a
transformer will have a
includes voting representa distributed
is one of the
switch that will activate a
tives
from
all
sectors
of
the
a
m
o
n
g
largest finan
Board of Trustee Repre
LOT OF POWER
feeder installed and will be
higher
education
community
g
r
a
n
t
s
,
cial
aid
sentative and three-year
metered.
TO DO A LOT
programs in
SGA legislator is the first stu as well as student and public s c h o l 
As of now, power on
members.
a r s h ip s ,
the
United
OF GOOD. 99
campus currently comes into dent at MSU to approve
According to their w eb loans, and I
States.
financial aid in New Jersey
the campus from one single
-TV Fatale III,
Acknowl
beginning this 2002 fall site, HESSA’s mission is to pro c o l l e g e
point. “ If it fails, the campus
vide
students
and
families
s
a
v
in
g
s
B oard a f Trustees edging that
semester.
goes dark," said Williams.
he holds an
Selected to advise and with the financial and infor plans. Mil
Student Re/aresentati\/e
"All seven feeders pass
of
in c r e d ib ly
review the Higher Education mational resources for stu lions
through manhole number
powerful
Student Assistance Authority dents to pursue their educa dollars are
one, this is another single
p o s it io n ,
(HESAA) along with 17 other tion beyond high school. given to
point of failure."
have a lot of
board members, Junior His HESAA offers over $l billion New Jersey graduates, assist Fatale says,
These problems will be
tory major, Al Fatale III will in financial aid each year, ing them to further their educorrected so that issues, such
See“AID" on P.4
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Sniper fired from 30 yards away
A witness to the latest Washington-area sniper attack told
authorities that he saw a man brandishing a weapon on his
shoulder in the Monday-night shooting, and it is believed the shot
was fired from 30 yards away. Despite those witness accounts,
police said Wednesday they were unable to develop a composite
sketch of a suspect. The sniper's previous victims were all shot
from a distance of several hundred yards.

(9 73)6 55-524 1
\
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Still shocked and grieving over the murder-suicide last weekend of

Compiled from The Star Ledger b y Lillian M . Aleman
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Answers sought in murder-suicide
a young couple in South Orange, friends and family are baffled
as to what led 23-year-old Steven G rey to shoot his long-time
girlfriend and then turn the gun on himself. Selena Small, 23, of
M aplewood was the mother of Steven Grey's young daughter,
Savannah Lynn. Although the child lived with Small’s family and
the couple did not live together, they remained close.

Arts Editor

G raphic Design Editor

Newarker’s murder trial winding down

A body was found in the back seat of a car that burned in a
popular picnic area at South Mountain Reservation in western
Essex County Tuesday morning. The male victim was discovered
partially burned inside a 1985 Mercury near the Shady Nook
section of the park after 7 a.m. There was no official
identification as of last night, but chief of the homicide squad in
the Essex County Prosecutor’s Office, said the cause of death
was asphyxiation.
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The c a s e i s
under in v e s tig a tio n .

The trial of a 22-year-old man accused of gunning down the
owner of a roofing supply store in Hillside wrapped up with the
prosecutor Tuesday urging jurors to convict for murder. Now,
the Union County jury will decide whether Gregory Ti.llman of
Newark deliberately killed Joseph Licciardello and wounded the
owner's 28-year-old son G regory during a robbery last year.
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d i f f e r e n t MSU s t u d e n t s .
The c a s e i s u n d e r
in v e stig a tio n .

Anyone who has information regarding these incidents is
urged to call the police station from any campus phone
at T-l-P-S (8477). All calls are strictly confidential.
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Bush signs Iraq war resolution
President Bush signed a congressional resolution Wednesday
authorizing him to go to war to disarm Iraq, saying Americans “will
not live at the mercy of any foreign power or plot.” The White
House says Iraq is stockpiling chemical and biological weapons in
violation of U.N. resolutions ending the 1991 Persian Gulf-War. It
also accuses Iraq of resuming efforts to obtain nuclear weapons.
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A d v e r t is in g D ir e c t o r • Kevin S chw oebel

Two teenagers were charged with hate crimes in separate
baseball bat attacks on men they thought were gay, more than
a month after protests over the lack o f such ¿harges in an
earlier beating. Investigators determined that Sunday’s victims were
assaulted because of their perceived sexual orientation, it wasn't
revealed whether they were gay. One o f the victims1said his

Compiled from cnn.com b y Lillian A4. Aletrian <
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Two accused of hate crimes in L.A. attacks

attackers used anti-gay slurs.
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.In last week's issue c?/The Mòritclarión, an opinion column incorrectly stateci that the Republican
candidate fo r the Senatorial seat, Douglas Forrester, is anti-choice. Forrester is a pro-choice candidate.
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Recreational Center to Be More Than a Gym
Director o f Campus Recreation Speaks Out About Planning for the Future
how much space will be allocated
for specific purposes. “ For example,"
says Smith, “when the planners asked
what will likely go into the Recreation
Center, my colleagues and I gave
estimates based on the size of the
The Student Recreation Center, student body. Our estimates were on
yet to see the design phase but very the high end, but in fact a 31,000ft2
much a foregone conclusion, means gym is really more than we need.”
a great deal to Steve Smith, MSU’s
In theory, he says, a 25,000ft2gym
Director of Campus Recreation. “ I could be built instead, leaving more
was lucky enough to be hired here in room to expand other facilities. “ I'd
1998, and this Recreation Center like to see, for example, three or
has been my goal
four ra cq u e tb a ll
since the day I inter
courts in total,"
66 I’D LIKE TO THINK
viewed for the job,"
says Smith. "Plus
says Smith.
OF IT AS MORE THAN a quick look at
“This goal is finally
the plan shows
JUST A G YM ...I’D
being realized; the
me im m ediately
students are getting
that
it doesn’t con
REALLY LIKE TO SEE
their very own recre
sider realistic staff
ation center.” Smith,
IT BECOME A CENTER ing numbers, so
who is familiar with
w e'll need more
FOR STUDENT LIFE. 99 office space than
the general planning
of the project, has
-Ste\se Smith, D irector o f the diagram sug
some sound ideas
Com/ous Recreation
gests. We'll also
about how the Rec
need a d ditio n al
reation Center will serve best, in both multi-purpose areas for things like
function and design terms.
a dedicated aerobics studio, and
Smith points out that the diagram yoga and martial arts spaces.”
published in The Montclarion’s Sep
The retail area will contain a juice
tember 26 issue is only theoretical; and smoothie bar, and space for
and the reasons for this are the crux a limited range of sporting goods,
of the entire project. The designers which “w on’t be huge,” says Smith.
and planners know roughly how "We just want to provide the essen
much space the"center will require tials; stuff you might have forgotten
overall, but they have yet to decide or run out of: soap, shampoo, racBy Lara Roth-Biester
StaffWriter

quetballs.”
the leading employer of students on
Behind fhe excitement of shiny campus, it will be as if the fees are
new machinery, gyms, ball courts going right back into their pockets.
and juice bars, is the question of stor Smith thinks that as a result “students
age space. During Smith's conversa are going to have a sense of owner
tions with experienced recreation ship and pride in this building.'
center planners, storage comes up
Smith is excited and optimistic
again and again. “ I’ve been told a b o u t the new fa cility, and the
that when budget cuts are made in feedback, he says, has been entirely
projects like this, storage space is the positive. "I feel like a giant monkey's
first thing to go. But where are you been taken off my back! We've
going to put the aerobics steps, waited a long time for this, and I’m
or the soccer goals? We have to thrilled to say it’s finally going to
bear this in mind when allocating happen.”
space."
Meanwhile, back a t Panzer,
In a d ditio n to the Recreation improvements are being seen to.
Center's obvious purpose, Smith Bleacher renovations a t Sprague
conceives of it as serving a role at Field are being updated to modern
MSU that he doesn’t think any other code just in time for Flomecoming,
building has so far fulfilled. "I’d like and the home side is getting a Redthink of it as more than just a gym,” he hawks-red back plate for a stadium
says. “ I’d really like to see it become look.
a center for student life; that’s what
At the Panzer Pool, acid washing,
a lot of student recreation centers tile repair and the installation of new
around the country are becoming." lights has made the place look a
The planned lounge area near the bit brighter, says Smith. Also, the
retail space will be central to this equipment room has been painted
purpose, and it's hoped that it will throughout and fitted with storage
b e com e a p la c e where people cages; the long-awaited elevator is
gravitate to socialize, buy refresh expected to be completed before
ments, or watch a game on TV.
the end of this semester; and it's
The beauty of the project is that hoped the worn-out lockers will soon
the Center will be run largely by be replaced. Beyond this progress.
students. Operating costs will come Holly Gera, Director of Intercollegiate
from student fees, and in turn, a Athletics, would also like to see new
large portion of the annual operating lights in the gym and on Sprague
budget will be for student employee Field, a facelift in Panzer's lobby,
wages. For those students who work and better ventilation for the entire
at the Center, which promises to be building.
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Class III Student Organization Re-Chartered
Miscommunication Couses S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S to Lose Chorter Lost Semester
citing turnover issues within its exec
utive board and com m unication
By Inbal Kahanov
problems as the major factors.
ManagingEditor
Several memos were sent to each
of the organizations that were up
S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S, MSU’s organiza for re-charterment last year. These
tion for gay students, received a memos indicated that the paper
class III charter at last week's SGA work for re-charterment must be filed
up to tw o weeks
meeting after fail
before the SGA’s
ing to submit the
6 6 W e ’v e w o r k e d
Jast meeting of the
proper paperwork
year,
said
for re-charterment
VERY HARD TO GET A
Cabrera.
last spring. The vote
Of those orga
STABLE AND
passed in the SGA
nizations, approxi
37-1-3.
HARD-WORKING
m ately five or six
S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S,
missed the d e ad 
which stands for
EXECTIVE BOARD. 9 9
line.
Sexuality,
Pride,
-AAicheot Contos,
“ I made an
Edu-Cation, Trust,
exception
and
Respect, and Unity
SPEC.T.R.UAA.S. President
allowed people to
at Montclair State,
go up for re-char
was the only SGA
organization that failed to submit terment even past the deadline, up
paperwork for re-charterment prior to and including the day of our last
to the end of the SGA's last meeting meeting,” said Cabrera.
S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S was the only
for the 2001-2002 term, which was
held the W ednesday before the organization th a t did not submit
paperw ork by the last m eeting,
beginning of Spring finals.
The issue of their failure to submit handing it in only the day after.
Once S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S received
paperwork for re-charterment was
the
letter in Spring 2002 that noti
brought up once during debate at
last week's SGA meeting, said SGA
Vice President, Orlando Cabrera.
"Someone asked how the slip-up
came about since the organization
was very strong a few years ago,"
said Cabrera.
“Other than that, the debate was
very positive. It was just one of those
bills that had a unanimous feel to
it.”
Michael T. Contos, S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S
president, said that he takes “ full
responsibility” for the re-charterment
problems at the end of last year,

fied them that their charter must be
renewed, the vice president of the
organization took the responsibility
for submitting it to the SGA. However,
Contos said, the vice president did
not complete the task, and by the
time paperwork was finalized by
Contos, he was told by an executive
board member of the SGA that it
was too late for submission.
"I was told that there were
already too many emergency char
ters going in and that we would have
to wait for next year," he said.
Last week was the first SGA meet
ing of the year in which re-charterment issues could be addressed.
S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S member, Mike
Vezza, was the only member of the
organization to arrive at the meeting
to speak on its behalf. Its other
executive board members were
either at work, had a class conflict,
or in the case of Contos, were stuck
in traffic on campus.
“ I was at MSU at five minutes to
five [p.m.] and couldn't park,", said
Contos.
“ I was on the phone with legisla
tors in the SGA, who were telling me
w hat was happening and asking

them if they could delay the issue
until the end of the meeting. Finally,
they couldn’t anymore, and I told
them to bring it forward and have
Mike [Vezza] speak."
According to Vezza, the majority
of the questions inquired as to what
S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S was and what their
organization did.
"Many of our legislators are fresh
men, who are not as experienced
with the history of the SGA, and may
not know about all the organizations,
and this should not fault them," said
Cabrera.
“The asking of these basic ques
tions creates an unbiased atm o
sphere that lets the legislature look
at things more objectively.”
Contos said that he is very
pleased with the support of the SGA
for their chartering.
“ Obviously, they have a good
opinion of S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S,” he
said.
“ Because of the problems of last
year, w e ’ve worked very hard to get
a stable.and hard-working executive
board, and that we have. We really
made it a priority to be chartered
and w e ’re ready for a great year.”

when you can gear up for signing up,
th a t’s m Life

A id
Continued from p. 1
power to do a lot of good.”
Since his freshman year at MSU,
Fatale has been an active legislator
of the SGA. He also serves as a
m em ber of the Student Advisory
Committee along with the vice-pres
ident of the SGA, Orlando Cabrera.
Fatale continues to serve the student
body, as one of the two students
selected to serve on the Board of
Trustees.
Along with Board of Trustees Rep
resentative Communication’s major
Maria Tortoreto, Fatale proposed
resolutions such as the standard
parking and new residence buildings
presently under construction.
The Board of Trustees goal is
to represent the voices of the stu
dent body, while enforcing positive
changes on campus. Fatale seeks
to spread awareness of the power
so that it may help directly address
all students’ concerns. Fatale states,
“ Being on the board is a full-time
job."
Fatale mentions that his main
goals are to serve the students of
MSU, whether it is through his position
as a three-year legislator, a Board
of Trustee Representative, or the first
student to approve financial aid in
New Jersey. Fatale states, “ Any
students with concerns are always
welcome in my office.”

Buy a phone and a q u a lifie d AT&T W ire le ss C a llin g Plan fo r $39.99 or m ore a m onth and g e t U n lim ite d N ig h t & W eekend m in ute s fo r life * 400
A n ytim e M inutes, and your choice o f fre e gear. From fre sh s tyle s to th e la te s t te ch gadgets, choose fro m Levi s jeans, D V D s, Loew s m ovie
passes, C D players and m ore - ju s t fo r sig n in g up! C heck o u t all th e s tu ff a t attw ire le ss.co m /ge a r.
‘ U n lim ite d N ig h t and W eekend m in u te s a va ila b le w ith a tw o -y e a r c o n tra c t fo r as long as you rem ain on th e sam e plan.

visit a participating AT&T W ireless Store, A uthorized D ealer or attw ireless.com /gear

IAT&T Wireless

©2002 AT&T Wireless. All Rights Reserved. Requires purchase o f a new phone and new activation on a qualified plan after August 1,2002, credit approval, a $36 Activation
Fee, one o r two-year agreement, and up to a $ 175 cancellation fee. Participants must be at least 18 years old, enrolled in a tw o- o r four-year college, and have a valid e-mail
address and Internet access. Program available only to customers that activate service at attwireless.com o r at participating AT&T Wireless Stores o r Authorized Dealers in
select cities. O ffer available fo r a limited time. Participants must remain on service fo r at least 30 days after activation in order to receive choice o f gear. Complete Guidelines
and description o f gear offered in program available at attwireless.com/gear. Participants are bound by the General Terms and Conditions, rate plan and promotional materials.
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North Jersey Cerner For
Reproductive
Endocrinology And
Fertility

EGG DONORS NEEDED!!!

THE NORTH JERSEY CENTER FOR REPRODUCTIVE
ENDOCRINOLOGY A ND FERTILITY CENTER IS SEEKING EGG
DONORS OF ALL EHTN'IC BACKGROUNDS BETWEEN THE AGES
OF 2 1-32.

Ai> AN EGG DONOR. YO U CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE
A N D MAKE ONE COUPLE RECIEVE A GIFT OF LIFE - A CHILD
THAT THEY DREAMED OF HAVING.

RESIDENTS OF NEW JERSEY ONLY. EACH CANDIDATE
NEEDS TO SEND A PICTURE WITH THEIR NAME ON IT,
ADDRESS AN D DAY-TIME PHONE NUMBER.

AFTER THE DONOR HAS COMPLETED A N EGG DONOR CYCLE,
THEY WILL BE COMPENSATED $5.000.00.

For more information on our egg donor program call

(973) 470-0303
and ask for one o f our Nurses.
1035 ROUTE 46 EAST
CLIFTON, NEW JERSEY 07013
TELEPHONE (973) 470-0303

FAX - 973-916-0488

The water distribution system upgrades, estimated to cost $1.4 million,
can be seen throughout the entire campus with the various pipes that
have been exposed. Upgrades began this summer on August 8.

including feeders for Science Hall,
were completed during its construc
tion.
In total, approximately $40,000
has been spent in both major and
minor electrical repairs in the past
couple of years.
Another project in the works,
estimated to cost $1.4 million, will
be MSU’s water distribution system,
w hich began work on August 6.
Because pipes filled with sediment
restrict flow rates on campus, clean
ing and lining of pipes will enhance
both w ater and pressure flow.
According to Williams, an installa
tion of new 12 - and eight-inch water
mains in the
northern end
of campus that
will tie into the
16-inch
main
pipes will be
installed.
This will be
done in order
for the Univer
sity to have
“ greater flows
in pressure and
cleaning, and
to a c c o m m o 
date the devel
opm ent of the
MSU campus,"
said Williams.
The six-inch
w ate r mains,
located at the
south end of
campus,
will
a ls o
be
cleaned and
lined which is
the reason why
a bypass pipe
has been seen
across the Uni
versity.
“ All valves
and hydrants
will
be
re p la c e d for
s ta n d a rd iz a 
tion and detec
tion, spheres
will be installed
for id e n tific a 
tion of water

lines once they are buried,” said
Williams.
Much like with the e le ctrica l
upgrades done to the buildings on
campus, each building will now be
able to be metered for water use.
The upgrades are expected to
be completed by the end of Novem
ber.
MSU has applied for a NJ Infra
structure Loan for sanitary and storm
upgrades.
Currently, the project has begun
a bidding phase for funding. Also,
opening at the end of this month,
gas and steam upgrading bids will
begin.

M l KE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION

The water pipes are in dire need of upgrading with the
increase of the campus. Many pipes needed to be
replaced because of sediment build-up, which restricted
the flow rates of water and pressure. Cleaning and lining
of these pipes are currently being worked on.
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Something Shedding Light on Coming Out;
To Talk
A Gay Community Is Formed
National Coming Out Day Celebrates Fifteenth Anniversary
About
NAACP Hosts an
Evening of Literary
Expression For All

ported the event saying, “I
hope that efforts such as
this one will help teenag
ers feel that they can be
themselves- and not worry
that their sexual orientation
may be made an obstacle
to their success.”
The Com ing Out Day
project began in 1988, one
year after a monumental
march in Washington D.C.
where half a million people
gathered for gay and les
bian equality.
Several organizations
formed after the issue was
given momentum by the
march. Shortly thereafter,
activists gathered to discuss
the movement.
Up to this point, all
actions of the gay and
lesbian community had
been in defense to anti-gdy
actions. They d e cid e d it
was necessary to create a
day to celebrate. And thus.
Coming Out Day began.

By Toni Trida
StaffWriter

he first NAACP/OSAU poetry night
was held on Monday, October

T

Artists of all styles were invited to
perform at this open-mic event.
Styles ranged from poetry to
freestyling, giving the whole event a
very diverse feel.
Before artists even began their
masterpieces, the Student Center
dining room was filled with music
and merriment.
There was a warm and inviting
atmosphere provided by those run
ning the night.
Speakers and spectators alike
were free to partake of the refresh
ments lined up on a table along the
wall.
The refreshments included chips,
cookies, candy, soda and water.
A deejay was set up, providing
the room with upbeat music that
kept everyone in a very good
mood.
By the time the hosts called up
the first artist, everyone attending
was anxiously aw aiting w ha t the
performers had to offer.
The lights were dimmed to pro
vide a sort of ambiance to keep the
flow moving.
The performers spoke words of
passion, their strong representation of
such held the audience’s undivided
attention throughout the course of
the evening.
The atmosphere and personality
of the organizers, and those perform
ing filled the room.
The music booming in the back
ground, and hushed whispers
stopped as the performers got up.
The performers were respected,
encouraged, and audience mem
bers invited to sign up to perform
more than once.
One notable poet, going by the
name of Blue Lion, presented two
pieces.
His voice, strong and deep, not
only caught the audience's atten
tion, but also demanded respect.
He spoke of love in its truest form,
and the loss of strong and powerful
leaders.
Another notable poet went by
the name of White Chocolate.
He shattered stereotypes in his
piece entitled "Put your words where
your Eyes can see.”
His words were tinted with a shade
of realism that sent chills down the
listeners’ spines.
The artists also spoke of the impor
tance of education, pain, loss, love
See“POETRY" on p.9

H o w ever in th e b e g in 
ning, th e re w as a signifi
c a n t part of the g ay pop u 
lation th at did not support
the m ovem ent:

Being gay was often seen
as a private and personal
issue. “There were so many
activists who were still afraid
of being truthful about their
own lives,” stated Lynn SheFRANTERA.NMSU.EDU
podd, Coming Out Day’s
Keith Haring’s image has come to represent National Coming Out Day, since its 1993 executive director.
The day runs as much as
donation to the cause in 1988, the first year the day was celebrated.
a huge co n fe re n ce as a
holiday. Yearly themes are chosen
seven other countries.
By Lacey Smith
October 11 is celebrated each and have included “Star Power” in
year by thousands of gay, lesbian, 1994 and “You've got the power.
FeatureEditor
bisexual, and transgender individu Register. Vote.” during 1996, a presi
dential election year.
als.
Vital to the project is the support
This year's theme “Coming Out
here may not be any giving of
it
has
received from members of the
gifts or banks closing early or Rocks” gave special attention to
media.
even recognition on most calen gay musicians who have lived their
The first year was given attention
dars, but last Friday was a national lives openly and honestly. Several
by
the Oprah Winfrey Show and the
openly
gay
artists
even
collaborated
holiday.
next
year, Geraldo Rivera held a
to
make
a
benefit
cd.
Beginning a little over a d e ca d e
One participant, Grammy-award program with the gay, former actor,
ago, National Coming Out Day is
S ee "COMING OUT' on p. 8
now celebrated in all 50 states and winninn nrtkt Mfilksn Ftheridae. SUD-

T

Building an American Dream
An Expert in Economics Serves Himself a New Life in the

The hour is pearing 10 on a
Monday night, and one of the Red
Hawk Diner waiters a p proaches
Mohamed Ahmed, requesting help
calculating a 10 percent discount
on a customer’s meal. Mohamed
shuffles off the answer promptly and
casually, and returns to his stance
behind the register.
To those customers at surround
ing tables, this might just seem like

Mohamed Ahmed, moved to the
U.S. from Egypt one year ago.

the work of cm experienced waiter.
What few know is that Mohamed,
who has been serving their coffee
for the past year, has received a
number of degrees in the field of
economics from several countries,
and is considered an authority in
the field of agricultural economics
by the United Nations.
“ Mo,” as he is called by many of
his co-workers at the diner, always
dreamt of coming to America. “They
built a dream for us to come to the
United States,” he recalls his days
as a youth at the American Cultural:
See "AHMED" on p.
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Libras are rom antic, and quick
to fall in love. They are indeci
sive and particular, but quick to
resolve conflicts.

S o m e o n e ’s p o in tin g th e
fin g e r a t you, b u t th e y d o n ’ t
really know w h o you are a n d
w h a t yo u 're c a p a b le of.
Take this o p p o rtu n ity a n d
let them g e t to know w h o you
are a n d w h a t you stand for.

Stop trying to o u td o a n d
impress p e op le . Just be yourself.
There is no n e e d fo r c o m p e ti
tion a n d ye t you g o o u t o f your
w a y to c o m p e te in alm ost every
thing.
That’s n o t the w a y to go
a b o u t things a n d you know it.
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There’s a fire lit a n d th e re ’s no
w a te r to p u t it out!
D on ’t plan on things always
being there for you a t your c o n 
ve n ience. Start planning a h e a d
a n d th e n m a ke plans to b a c k
those plans up.

S top g iv in g o u t a d v ic e
th a t you w o u ld n ’t even follow.
In fh e lo n g run, p e o p le will
n o tice a n d lose respect for you
a n d your judgm ents. Listen, think,
a n d speak wisely.

i
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Things m a y g e t a little o u t
o f h a nd every o n ce in a while,
b u t you c a n ’t keep pushing the
problem a t h a nd a w a y in hopes
th a t it will leave or b e c o m e
easier to d e a l with.
Stop le a v in g things fo r th e
last m in u te a n d h a n d le it this
minute!

A va rie ty o f choices are
m aking their w a y to you, so
c h o o se wisely a n d invest your
tim e on som ething th a t you will
really enjoy doing.
E xp e rim e n t a n d try n e w
things as well; they m ay just be
the key to o p ening new doors.

r
1-«— M >
O ocer

J(ii). 21-JgIJ 21
Q&A Series on African-American History
Im portant news will soon be
co m in g your w ay. Examine the
inform ation carefully, a n d d o n ’t
be so q u ick to th ro w your tw o
cents in just yet.
W ait a n d listen to w h a t
everyone else has to say before
your d e c id e to co n trib u te your
opinion.

Be co n fid e n t, a n d stop w or
rying. It’ s h a rd fo r yo u to g e t
w h a t yo u w a n t b u t it d o e s n ’t
h a ve to be. D on ’t c re a te p ro b 
lems th a t d o n ’t exist, a n d stop
cre a tin g unnecessary pressure.
Just c a lm d o w n , relax, a n d
things will b e alright.

v h
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the Red Hawk Chapter of Groove Phi Gif

This Week s Question:

Who were the Red Sticks?
n the early start o f the United sent their children to Europe to learn,
States there are many accounts of at the cost of the child not knowing
battles between the colonists and his/her native tongue. Alexander
the Native American tribes.
McGillvray was one of those chil
Quite often, the Native Ameri dren.
cans were defeated, resulting in
McGillvray was a Creek leader
land loss and relocation.
who tried to ensure the existence of
Though many might have heard the Creek Confederacy. Once he
of the French and Indian War or of becam e in charge o f the Creeks,
General Custard's Last Stand, many he handed over the highest military
attempts by the Native Americans position to a French officer, LeClerc
during that time period go without Milfort, in an effort to update the
much said.
Creek army.
The Red Sticks, however, indi
McGillvray then tried to play
rectly m ade an
games
between
impact on United
the Spanish, British,
States’ history.
6 6 T h o u g h m a n y m ig h t
and French govern
The
Creek
ments by a c c e p t
HAVE HEARD OF THE
(Muskogee) Indi
ing positions form
ans
during
each nation.
F r e n c h a n d I n d ia n
colonial
times
For example, in
W a r ... MANY ATTEMPTS
were one of
1778 the
British
many tribes that
made
him
a
col
b y t h e N a t iv e
adapted quickly
onel, but six years
to the changes
A m e r ic a n s g o
later, he signed a
brought about
treaty
with Spain
WITHOUT MUCH SAID.”
by the powers
for a monthly salary
of Europe (Eng
and monopoly on
land,
France,
the Spanish trade,
and Spain).
However, the Creek nation
During the first 300 years of con began to dissolve after his death
tact, the Creek leaders played a in 1793.
policy of neutrality towards Spain,
During the war of 1812, two of
which had Florida to the south of McGillvray's nephews stepped up
their territory,
to the plate.
France owned Louisiana, to the
They announced to the Creeks
west of their land, and Britain held that it was time to revolt against the
the east boarder with Georgia and settlers and retake their land.
South Carolina.
The oldest called himself Red
The nobility of the Creeks often

I

0
C) U
P eople are trying to lay th e
b la m e on you, b u t y o u 're n o t
having it.
Let them know th a t you are
not one to mess w ith; you have
b e tte r things to do.

Presented by

k-0

M 22-%. 21

A t the m o m en t you are fine
b u t those around you a re n't.
Help others to realize their full
potential. You c a n help inspire
m a n y th a t w ill in tu rn in sp ire
m a n y m ore.

000
M

Virgo
22^5epf 21

You’re getting w h a t you w a n t
You’re go in g tq w e a r yourself
a n d y e t yo u 're stepping on o u t if yo u d o n 'r s t o p w orryin g
s o m e o n e else's toes to g e t it. a b o u t things so m uch.
Guess w ha t? It Hurts.
It’s alright to think a b o u t dif
Calm do w n a n d stop thinking fe re n t solutions to your present
just a b o u t yourself. Think a b o u t problems, b u t d o n ’t o ve rdo it or
h o w your actions are a ffe c tin g you are go in g to m ake yourself
everyone else.
sick.

See "GROOVE" on p .8
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Coming Out

Groove

Continued from o. 6

Continued from p. 7

S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S. held events weeklong in celebration of National Coming Out Day, October 11. A
flag-raising ceremony took place last Wednesday despite the rain. Other activities included a movie night, a
guest speaker, and a game night. A coffeehouse planned for Thursday night did not take place.

Dick Sargeant, who played Darren
on Bewitched.
From there, many media mem
bers have gotten personally involved,
either as spokespersons or organiz
ers.
Candace Gingrich, the half-sister
of former House speaker Newt Gin
grich and a lesbian spokesperson for
the cause, traveled to 52 cities with
the message, “Your brother doesn't
have to be speaker of the House for
your voice to be heard."
Others involved have included
Dan Butler from “ Frasier," Amanda
Bearse of “ Married... With Children,"
Spanish talk show host Christina Seralegui, Olympic diver Greg Louganis,
former professional baseball player
Billy Bean, and founding member of

An

www.themontclarion.org

rock group Syx, Chuck Panozzo.
Popular gay individuals have not
been the only ones to speak out
for the cause, but straight as well.
Parents of gay children have been
particularly involved.
Betty DeGeneres, mother of
openly gay actress Ellen DeGeneres,
co m m en ted , “ For to o long, gay
Americans have suffered discrimina
tion. As long as our sons and daugh
ters are excluded from the basic
protection of the law, we must share
that burden as a family."
On its 10-year anniversary, the day
fell on a Sunday. An interdenomina
tional service was held in its honor,
and also to demonstrate that faith
can be equally as important for gay
individuals as straight.

Now each year, kits are sent out
to all participants of the day. Kits
include event ideas, planning tools,
stickers, posters, balloons, etc. During
1999, a sample letter to Congress was
also included, reminding Congress
to represent all people.
The movement stresses political
activity among its participants. There
is often stress on upcoming elections.
“Too often, elected officials find it
easy to overlook constituencies that
are inactive, voiceles or invisible,"
said Gingrich.
Those involved are doing just that:
refusing to be invisible. Coming Out
Day started with one march in Wash
ington D.C. and is now celebrated
each year through workshops, rallies,
and speak-outs worldwide.

MSU Psychic

A Psychic Fair was held this past Monday
in Student Center Cafe C as part of the
weeklong Homecoming activities.
(top left) Ruth Sampson has her Tarot
Cards read.
(Top right) Jane Richards has palms read
for meaning^ , • * . . % - - sggj
(bottom left) Shelly Pollack takes advantage
of handwriting analysis. ,:
%
•

Eagle in his native tongue, and asked
that all who participated in the revolt
to paint their ceremonial war clubs
red, hence the name Red Sticks.
The m ovem ent had hopes of
returning to their original culture and
way of life.
The soldiers decided to use only
tomahawks and bows and arrows as
their weapons, abstaining from the
European guns that they believed
were the source of low-hunting ani
mals.Unlike most of the earlier revolts,
the Creeks were not against whites,
but were fighting against the Euro
pean culture and all who stood by
it.
The Creeks themselves, by this
time period, had becom e infused
with a mixture of French, African, and
Scottish blood. In fact, one of the
main war leaders and interpreters
was a West African who escaped
from slavery and became known as
the Prophet Abraham.
Amongst the many clashes
betw een the Red Sticks and the
colonists, nothing stood out more
than the attack of August 30,1813.
On that day, some of the
Red Sticks a tta c k e d the w eakly
defended Fort Mims on Lake Tonsas,
Alabama.
Using their basic weapons, they
raised the fort, leading to the death
of 170 soldiers and 100 civilians.
To scare others w ho m ight w ant
revenge on the Red Sticks, the
Natives scalped all the dead and
also killed all the slaves who fought
against them.
This massacre led to their demise,
for Andrew Jackson organized an
army that spent that following winter
killing Indians and blacks indiscrimi
nately.
He finally crushed the movement
at the Massacre of Horseshoe Bend
on March 27, 1814.
To count the dead Creek Indians,
Jackson ordered the soldiers to cut
off their noses, skin their bodies, and
allowed their Indian allies to scalp
the dead.
They collected 557 noses, and
the skins were later tanned to make
souvenirs like bridal reins.
To add more punishment, a
treaty signed on August 9, of that
year, opened up the entire Creek
nation for settlement.
The British soon decreed that the
Creek nation was an independent
nation and vowed to protect their
rights.
Upon signing the Treaty of Ghent
ending the War of 1812, the British
included a clause which specified
that all lands should be returned to
Indians allied with Britain.
The U.S. signed the treaty, but
never acknow ledged the clause.
Furthermore, in 1830 while Jackson
was president, the Indian removal
Act was past, forcing the remaining
Creeks out of lands east of the Missis
sippi River. This resulted in the forming
of the infamous Trail of Tears.
Today, not much is said about
the Red Stick movement, though
many learn in elementary history
classes about land skirmishes and
the Trail of Tears.
However, there is still cr constant
reminder in the U.S .about the movemerit,- fdr'brie" 0f‘ trier friajbr cities is
harried after them. The French way
of saying red sticks is Batori Rouge.
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There's Nothing Like a Flat Tire in the Rain

P o e try
Continued fom p. 6

A Good Crowd
Gives Shy Poets
Support at Event

MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION

The Road Scholar Tour was held on campus in the Student Center Quad last Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday by Dodge. Here, two M SU students go for the fastest time in a tire-changing competition,
simulating changes done during major car races.

and a myriad of other topics that hit
home for many in the room.
A very accepting atmosphere
lay in the room; artists were encour
aged and praised by the constant
applause of the spectators.
Some nervous or stumbling per
formers were given shouts of encour
agement to continue their perfor
mance.
The general consensus of the
evening was that the night w ent
very well.
Some favorites included Gemini
(a poet who presented two strong
pieces about being a poet), Ace
Billions, and Blue Lion.
"The night went very well," said
Linda Iferika, first vice president of
the MSU NAACP, "...A lot of people
came. It was a good turnout for our
first event.”
Monique Chadband, president
of MSU OSAU, and one of the hosts
for the night, said, “ The night went
very well. I really enjoyed the partici
pation of everyone who was here.
It's a great platform for people to
take advantage of. A lot of non
campus residents attended, making
the night really successful."

Take a Moment to Think Before You Drink
Waiting Till the Last Minute to Make Decisions Concerning Drinking May Result
in Binging, Which Takes a Take a Toll on Present and Future Health
By Lindsay Whiting
Specialto TheMontdarion

ollege is a fun and exciting
time in your life. Some go as
fa r as to say th a t co lle g e
will include some of the best times
of your life. Inarguably, college
life offers many students newfound
freedom and autonomy.
Accompanying this freedom is
the inevitable need to make more
important decisions per
taining to your life and
future more than ever
before. One of these
unavoidable, life-alter
ing decisions regards
drinking.
College
culture
seems inundated with opportunities
to drink, whether at parties, on dates,
or in your room. As college students,
making responsible and knowledge
able decisions is imperative.
Careless decisions, made without
regard to what you know, made at
the last minute, or made after you
have already begun drinking, tend
to have the worst consequences.
Despite the known risks, a minority
of colege students regularly engage

C

in binge-drinking. Attitudes among
those who do binge, reflect often
erroneous beliefs that alcohol can
have positive effects on their social
lives.
Many feel th a t drinking helps
to “ break the ice," enhance social
activity, and allow people to have
more fun.
Others see drinking as a means
of facilitating connections with peers
or sexual opportunities.
Still others drink simply for some
thing to do, something to talk about,
or as a way of dealing with stress.
P e r 
haps
th e s e
a tti
tu d e s
re fle c t
p r e 
v io u s
positive experiences with alcohol.
Maybe students accept binge
drinking as an inevitable part of
college culture, or possibly, alcohol
advertising has convinced some
students that alcohol has positive
effects.
The truth of the matter is. binge
drinking has many more negative
than positive effects, decent statistics
show that:
* the higher the overage number

of drinks per week, the lower the
GPA.
* over two-thirds of men involved
in sexual assault at one university
had been victims of alcohol
* 40 percent of all traffic fatalities
are alcohol-related
Binge drinking is neither harmless nor
inevitable. You can make careful,
responsible decisions
- before you drink at
all or before a specific
event. You have a
personal responsibility
to maintain control in
any situation where
alcohol is involved.
While the best
way to stay in control
is of course to abstain
from drinking co m 
pletely, it is also pos
sible to drink responsi
bly if you do choose
to drink.
For those over the
age of 21 who do
choose to drink, you
should always limit the amount you
drink, sip drinks slowly, and space
your drinks over time. Eat heavy
meals or dairy products before or
while drinking to slow down alcohol
absorption, and avoid salty foods
that make yôu thirsty.

Drink diluted alcoholic bever
ages - beer, wine, and mixed drinks
- rather that "straight shots," avoid
carbonated mixers or sparkling wines
(they speed the alcohol into your
blood stream), and avoid drinks
containing unknown amounts of
alcohol.
It is ultimately your decision as to
if, when, where, why,
and how much you
drink. When making
your decisions, con
sider the costs. Abus
ing alcohol can have
drastic im m ediate
and long-term effects
on your life.
Drinking to o much
even once can irre
vocably change your
life, whether resulting
in sports injuries, car
accidents,
fights,
unplanned p a re n t
hood, d a te rape,
sexually transmitted
diseases, and any
number of embarrassing or humiliat
ing moments.
Over time, too much drinking
leads to permanent damage to the
body and mind. Know your choices,
and make me responsible and safe
ones!
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Injustice Lies on the
Mexican-U.S. Border
Hundreds of Rape Cases Unsolved
By Domingo M anuel Estrada
Specialto TheMontclarion

eventeen-year-old Sagrario
Gonzalez:
brutally
raped,

S

The families of the victims point
the finger at men who are angry
that women are becom ing more
economically independent.
In 1995, a chemist engineer who
worked at one of the maquiladoras
was arrested for being a suspect
in several of the murders, but was
convicted of only one murder and
remains in custody waiting for an
appeal.
Nonetheless, the killings contin
ued and in 1996, gang members
called Los Rebeldes (The Rebels)
were also convicted of thirteen of
the homicides, yet the murders, still
continued.
Later,
some bus
d r iv e r s

strangled, and sta b b e d five
times; seventeen-year-old Alejan
dra Garcia: raped and tortured for
approximately three days; mother
of four Maria Luisa Carsoli: stabbed
to death; Paloma Angelica Escobar
Ledezma: raped and murdered;
20-year old Claudia Ivette Gonzalez:
raped and murdered; 15-year old
Brenda
Esmer
w e r e
al da
charged
Herrera:
w i t h
ra p e d
seven
andmurinforming MSU of the issues
other
dered.
murders
These
affecting today's Latino Americans
are only
a few
nam es
that occurred.
of the
approximate 250 women who have
According to Lilia Quintana, who
been murdered since 1993 in Ciudad works a t the University of Juarez
Juarez (Juarez City), located on the Center for Rape and Counseling,
border of El Paso Texas and Mexico. women in fhis area feel like prop
On Wednesday Novem ber 7, erty of their husbands, who believe
2001 the gruesome discovery of women have no place in the work
five more women was made near force.
Their insecure attitudes and abu
a flitch.
Many of the cadavers were sive behavior extends to the law,
found in isolated desert areas outside which consists of mostly men.
A recent report done by El Insti
Cuidad Juarez or at locations close
tuto Nacional de Estadística, Geo
to where the victims worked.
Since the North American Free grafía y In fo rm á tica (INEGI, The
Trade Agreem ent (NAFTA) in the National Institute for Statistics and
early 1990s allowed U.S. corporations Geographic Information) speaks on
to move their factories to Mexico for the status of women in Mexico claim
cheap labor, there has been an influx ing that although women work more
of willing laborers, men and women, than men, they earn 11 percent less
many in their teenage years.
than them.
A look at domes
There are 300
tic violence reveals
or so of these
more
disturbing
factories known
6 6 I n M e x ic o ,
results.
as “ m aquilado
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
For example, in
ras" or assembly
Mexico,
dom estic
plants, such as
( in c l u d in g e m o t io n a l ,
violence (including
com panies like
PHYSICAL, AND SEXUAL
emotional, physical,
Capcom, a man
and sexual abuse)
ufacturer and dis
a b u s e ) o c c u r s in 1 .3
occurs in 1.3 million
tributor of video
homes, which is the
games like Street
MILLION HOMES ... 9 ?
approximate pop
Fighter,
Mega
ulation of C iudad
Man, and Resi
Juarez.
dent Evil.
These tragedies
On average,
those working at the U.S. owned fac have caused women to unite and
tories may take home approximately demand justice by creating a wom
240 pesos a week, the equivalent en's group called Voces Sin Eco
(Voices Without Echo) formed on
of $25.00.
During the early months of 2002, July 18, 1998.
Their goal is to support the vic
there was an additional 85 homicides
in Ciudad Juarez. El Diario, the daily tims' families by bringing justice to
newspaper, reports that the state the cases of missing women.
However, after three years, the
police of Chihuahua are responsible
for solving the murders, but it has group is separating due to a lack
not solved 80 percent of these homi of funds. But members plan to con
cides. Most of the women killed fit a tinue to put pressure on authorities
similar profile. They were slim, young, to do more to find those responsible
with long dark hair. The manner in for killing their loved ones.
C iudad Juarez's Casa Amiga
which they were killed also fits a
(friendly home), the only crisis center
similar pattern.
For example, many of the to assist rape and abuse victims is
women were found strangled, and headed by Esther Chavez Cano
raped, with bite marks on their and has a staff of approximately six
breasts indicating extreme hatred individuals and some volunteers.
Esther thinks that the center
and violence.
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is severely understaffed
in comparison to the
enormous population of
Ciudad Juarez.
As a result of the
m edia coverage, the
managers at the assem
bly plants placed security
guards on the buses that
carry the w om en from
work to their homes.
Other women began
carrying whistles to attract
attention in case of an
attack.
As of March 5, the
state police of Chihua
hua received eight new
agents
that
were
assigned to the homi
cides.
And on April 16, 21
mothers of the victims
m ade their presence
known at the Chihuahua
State capital.
The mothers
are
demanding that the Mex
ican governm ent get
involved in bringing those
FRANTERA.NMSU.EDU
responsible for the mur This cross, with a woman stripped of most
ders to justice.
clothing, was built in honor of rape victims.
In January of 2001, the
state’s Congress made changes to by victims instead of the victim ’s
the Chihuahua penal code, which family.
Perhaps the most disturbing
now disadvantages women.
Before these changes were change to the laws is in the definition
made, the laws had stronger penal of rape.
As it stands now, rape can only
ties for cases of rape, sexual harass
occur if the male's penis penetrates
ment, and domestic violence.
Under the new law rape will only the female's vagina.
If penetration occurs with any
be investigated if the victim pursues
other object then it is considered
charges against her attacker.
Another radical change made sexual abuse, which can allow a
in cases of domestic violence is that perpetrator to only receive a fine
now, charges can only be placed and no jail time.
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Ahmed
Continued from p. 6
Center in Egypt, a tender toothy grin
beaming from his face.
Mohamed now lives in Bloom
field, NJ, with his wife, Maysa; and
three children, six-year-old twins
Logayna and Rodayna, and 11-yearold Basent, all of whom joined
Mohamed in America two months
ago.
The dream of im m igrating to
America, however, did include some
sacrifices. Born in Egypt, Mohamed
received his undergraduate degree
in the field of economics, choosing
to find his career with the United
Nations, specializing in the field
ofagricultural economics.
Through the United Nations, he
worked with organizations on several
projects, among them the new lands
agricultural services project, the
Food Agriculture Organization, and
the International Bank. Through this
work, he monitored and evaluated
the use of water irrigation, agricultural
development project rehabilitation,
and biogas projects. Mohamed was
soon sent by these United Nation
projects around the globe.
When moving to France for
five years, he received his second
diploma in the field of economics,
com pleting most of his graduate
research before being required to
move once more. His third diploma
in economics, for a one-year pro
gram, he achieved during his stay
in Odense, Denmark. During the
course of a special mission, he also
moved to Germany, England, and

Italy. Finally, the decision cam e "This is a new financial system for me backgrounds.
“ I feel very welcome. I like the
to leave his work with the United in the United States, and I also need
Nations, and fulfill his childhood to refresh my mind on a few things. people. The people have shown me
I know the basic points, but I need the true face of this country, which I
dream of coming to-America.
“You try to discover what is to understand a new financial and had in my mind for so long," he says,
around you first, and put your legs in accounting system," he explains his and then wanders into a discussion
the place that will cover your food near-future plans, looking anxiously of Am erica's perceptions of him
and life,” he smiles, highly content through the Red Hawk Diner window following the September 11 attacks
with his job at the Red Flawk Diner, and pointing at the MSU campus, last year.
“America isjust in a difficult place
where he has been working as a where he plans on furthering his
now. I find that in this time, it is difficult
supervisor for the past year. “ I will start education.
at the diner here
Education is to delete the image in American
a constant priority minds about the Arab. They say ‘all
as my first work,
for
Mohamed. Arabs.’ I prefer to speak of Egypt as
and then try to fix
6 6 H e w o r k e d w it h
Interested in con my country. And, I find that when I
my life for me and
ORGANIZATIONS ON
my family. Amer
tinuing to study speak with people, they don't think
economics prior like this anymore. This is when I see
ica is the land of
SEVERAL PROJECTS ...
to completing his the true fa c e of Americans, the
opportunity." Cur
M oham ed w as soon
coursework
at kind and friendly face.” With this in
rently attempting
mind, Mohamed speaks of peace, a
to rem edy some
MSU,
M
oham
ed
SENT BY THE UNITED
s o c ia l-s e c u rity issued a special subject he constantly returns to, even
N a t io n p r o j e c t s
request to MSU through the most casual conversa
number matters
President Susan A. tions.
with his family,
AROUND THE GLOBE. ??
“We are in one boat, and we
Cole to be per
Mohamed is also
m itted to obtain must go to the best place: peace.
preparing his own
documentation to
books from the We can get there very soon, but we
obtain a green card through this library, which is reserved for student must work together to get there,"
and faculty use. This request was he says, his constant smile turning
current diplomatic visa.
When not working, spending granted. Yet, he does not limit this momentarily somber. “ Even New
time with his family, or arranging his education to textbooks, often taking York is not America; it is the world.
and his family's residency status in an earnest and enthusiastic interest When you go there, you hear all the
the United States, Mohamed makes in the patrons at the diner, constantly languages. You are listening to the
plans to further his degree in order inquiring about their cultures and world.”
to be able to obtain a higher-level
job. “ I hope to maybe go to work for
the U.N. in New York,” he says. First,
however, he must make his degrees
O c t& lo iA
from Egypt and France equivalent
with an American one by complet
ing a number of university courses.
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* Laser Tag, 11 a.m.-3 p.m. SC Ballrooms
*Yoga, 12-1 p.m. Russ Hall Kops Lounge
*Z 1 0 0 ,12-2 p.m. SC Quad
* S.O.S. Training, 2-3 p.m. SC 419
* Body Sculpting, 5-5:30 p.m. Freeman Hall
* Interviewing Skills, 5:30-7 p.m. MO 334
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j Intramural Entry Meeting, 6 p.m. SC Com. Lounge
' Class One Concert, 7 p.m. SC Cafe
1A.S.S.I.S.T. Coffeehouse, 9 p.m.-1 a.m. SC Ratt

- F a I d?ay
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* Kickboxing, 12-1 p.m. Freeman Hall
*Yoga & Relaxation w/Women’s Center, 1-2 p.m. SC 419
* Recreation Board Meeting, 2-4 p.m. SC Cafe B
* Float Building, 8- p.m.-12:30 a.m. Lot 22
* Class One Concert, 9 p.m. Lot 22

$1 Bod dt Bod
tf(iFooniu
Mîdnîtei
©

' Kickboxing, 5:30-6:30 p.m. Freeman Hall
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* Parade, 11 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Valley Road
* BBQ/Tailgating, 2:30-4 p.m. Lot 7
* Homecoming Football Game, 4 p.m. Sprague Field
* Class One Concert, After Game SC Cafeteria

Y Y u A /d a u
* Mass, 11 a.m. Kops Lounge
‘ Mass, 6:30 p.m. The Newman Center

»

2 0

$1 S M S c i a i s A« ffo /itii
brink 5f>ec«a(* a« |ijft||

fcoors Open

f

Fraternîfe < Sororî%W/WIÎW
101 -995-73 S3
58*1 Rîi?e Road
i/orth Ar(în^tor) f/J , 0*1031
Minute* off Route 3 «

WWW.FATSOS.COM

QfYI&A/Jau 2I
* Yoga & Relaxation w/ Women's Center,
1-2 p.m. SC 419
I Intro to SIGI+, 4:30-5 p.m. MO 318
"Yoga, 5:15-6 p.m. Freeman Hall
* S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S., 8 p.m. SC 417

O oca J ou

2 2

| C.A.R.S. Cares, 12 p.m. SC Quad
- 7 pp.% .
1Street Smart Self Defense, 5-7
' Latin Pride Flag Raising, 12:30 p.m. SC Flagpole
Russ Hall Kops Lounge
' L.A.S.O. General Membership, 3:30 p.m. SC Cafe C
' Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting, 5:30 p.m
* Water Watch Interest Meeting, 4 p.m.
The Newman Center
SC Commuter Lounge
“ Yoga, 4-5 p.m. Freeman Hall

A/Q.A($QU
* University Day
* Step, 12-1 p.m. Russ Hall Kops Lounge
* Self-Defense Workshop, 1 p.m. SC 419
* Class One Concerts, 3:30 p.m. SC 117
'Yoga II, 5:30-6:30 p.m. Freeman Hall
* Voices’ Acapella Meeting, 6:30 p.m. SC Cafe B

23

' Shidokan Karate, 8-9 p.m. Panzer•Gyn
Gym 6
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Students Portray New York's Worst With Their Best
The show’s prized leads, Joey
Palestina and Allison Neff, blow away
viewers with the strength of their
talent that could only be God given.
Palestina mixes a New York accent
with
a serious “ tough-guy” tone to
Balm in G ilead
a d d spice to his character, Joe.
In contrast to the harshness of Joe,
Brian Shnipper
Neff coyly makes her entrance as
Fox S tudio T heater
Darlene who is trying to make herself
known to the audience without caus
ing too much of a stir.
The pure chemistry between the
two actors will leave your eyes glued
to them throughout the entire perfor
mance.
Forget the set design of this
he sound of clanking co ffe e show...It is out of this world. This gor
cups and conversation among geous layout is not only breathtaking,
frustrated people awakens the but also quite inviting as the threeaudience to MSU’s production of fourths view of the diner allows one
Balm in Gilead.
to feel part of the
Set in the newly
action.
66 D ir e c t o r B r ia n
refurbished
L.
Each portion of
Howard Fox Studio
the set design fools
S h n ip p e r c a s ts a
Theatre, this group
you with its a ccu 
SPELL OVER THE
o f g ifte d actors
rate detail of the
enters a world of
booths, the coun
ACTORS, WHO PHENOM
shear reality. They
ter, and even the
ENALLY EXECUTE THEIR
set this goal of por
bathroom! Yes, the
traying life in a
bathroom. They set
R O LES.... 9 9
New York City diner
up a public rest
during the 70’swith
room on the left
out the glaze and
side, c o u n te ra c t
sugar topping. Suc
ing the ingenious
cess? You bet’cha.
subway entrance on the right.
With a wave of his wand, Director
Every one on stage has a story
Brian Shnipper casts a spell over the to tell and a vo ice to be heard.
actors, who phenomenally execute The effective lighting and pausing
their roles as prostitutes, transvestites, techniques will surely keep the audi
homosexuals, and drug addicts.
ence on the edge of their seats.
By Sondra Tennenbaum
StaffWriter

T

Distancing himself
from the rest, Mike
Murphy, who plays
Dopey a hobbling
bum, narrates the
story with the drop
of his cane. A
spotlight responds
as it cascades over
the momentary star
bringing attention to
his voice which is
heard over the con
tinuous background
dialogue.
It allows specta
tors to have a relax
ing breather. That's
until the precious
silence is unexpect
edly hiccupped right
back into high inten
sity. A word of advice:
advil may becom e
your new best friend if
the pressures of noise
bring about aggrevation for you. But
hey, w hat more do
we want? They are
trying to grasp life in
New York City a t its
worst.
With a cast of
promising
actors,
Balm in Gilead gives oft an aroma of
feelings, dedication, and hope.
' The cast becomes one with their
characters. Sometimes, they allow
the personality to overtake their own
character.

PHOTO COURTESY OF PUBLIC INFORMATION

So, take the tim e to be com e
familiar with MSU’s production of
Balm in Gilead. Enjoyment is guar
anteed.

Tired of Waiting for Another Pop-Rock Band
By Lacey Smith
FeatureEditor

hen looking back upon the
music scene of the past five
years, it is easy to see there
is a sure-fire way to sell records. This
method has been used all through
out radio history.
If a band can produce an album
with pop-filled melodies, power
chords, and unoriginal rhyming
lyrics about lost love, then they are
destined for music stardom.
Making it big in the music industry
in this day and age requires you to
forget that music is considered an
art form and should be treated that
way rather than like a catchy jingle
for Coca-Cola.
Thursday night in the Student
Center Ballroom, a prime example
of sugar coated, TRL-friendly pop
was displayed in front of the students
of MSU.
The band Copperpot, from New
Jersey, a tte m p te d to prove that
musical genius stems from providing
what the majority wants to hear and
not what is considered innovative
or different.
Front man Jarrett Randazzo, from

W

Rockaway, N.J., belted
out ca tch y song after
catchy song while the
audience danced away
to something that can
be heard simply by turn
ing on the radio or look
ing through any 15-yearold girl’s c.d. collection.
C opperpot was the
leading act in a string of
bands quite unlike them
selves. Local bands such
as Flowers and Cops
and Amping Copper
graced the stage with
their hardcore and punk
sounds
before
the
almighty Copperpot got
a chance to feed the
crowd with their melodic
anthems.
Copperpot has been
touring the area since
WWW.COPPERPOTMUSIC.COM
the summer 2002 release
Above are Copperpot members; featured from I to r M ichael Reid on lead
of their six song EP titled
Tired of Waiting, which guitar, Jarrett Randazzo singing lead, Scott Ingwersen on drums, and Antonio
could have been pulled Valenti on bass.
straight from the likes
of Jimmy Eat World or
Better Than Ezra.
rocker wardrobe, and high-pitched Copperpot has already played such
Randazzo sings of dilemmas with pre-pubescent voice would make venues as Maxwell's in Hoboken, N.J.
the female sex and having parties. Carson Daly proud.
and C.B.G.B.’s in New York City.
Along with his jovial bandmates
What could be a better combination
They have also received a small
(Antonio Valenti on bass, Michael amount of airtime on New York City's
for a gold record?
Of course, it also helps that Ran Reid on lead guitar, and Scott Ingw KROCK radio station.
dazzo tries to live up to his rock ersen on drums), Randazzo is set
S ee "COPPERPOT" o n p .1 5
star image. His boyish good looks, to rocket Copperpot into the stars.

©
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Italy’s Simple Yet Scary Style Horror, Suspiria
By Phil Casale
StaffWriter

Suspiria
Dario Argento
S eda S pettacoli P roductions

uropean horror isn’t ap pre ci
ated enough ‘round these parts.
That's because they choose not
to conform to the self-deprecating
hip cast and soundtrack, the MTV
edited junk test with no substance
and all style that is American horror
at the moment.
The “oh, look at me I'm so smart,
watch me wink at
the camera while
the killer sneaks
up behind m e ”
method all but
ruined the genre
for serious fans.
But for this month
of horror...
let
me enlighten you
with these tales
from
Europe,
starting
with
Suspiria.
Of these pio
neers,
Italian
w rite r/d ire c to r
Dario
Argento
sticks out to fans.
He was loathed by modern media
and simply dismissed as a "sleaze
director." From his early career in the
60s as a critic/screenwriter for Sergio
Leone, Dario showed promise. When
he made his first movie in 1969 (Bird
with the Crystal Plumage), audiences
were astounded. He was hyped as
the “ Italian Hitchcock,” and rightly
so.
In the mid-to-late 70s, Argento was
at his peak, creatively and profes
sionally. It was here that he got the
inspiration to film a trilogy title d

E

WWW.DARKDREAMS.ORG

One of the many gory death scenes
in D ario A rg e n to ’s H o rro r film

Suspiria.

The Three Mothers. It w ould deal
in witchcraft, eerie sets, and more
dubbing (a trademark of European
films since they would hire foreign
actors who had to speak English
phonetically and the directors would
simply shoot with no sound).
He only managed to make two
movies before losing interest, but
in the words of Marvin Lee Aday
(otherwise known as M eat Loaf),
“two out of three ain’t bad." The first
movie, made in 1976, is titled Suspiria.
The title can be derived from the
witch of the movie Mater Suspiorum,
or the “ Mother of Sighs."
It starts out with Suzy Banyon (Jen
nifer Harper, giving a decent perfor
mance but unfortunately overshad
owed by the set pieces), a young
American dancer who joins a dance
a c a d e m y in Freiburg, Germ any.
Along the way, several odd occur
rences lead her to suspect that all is
not well with this academy.
S u b seq u e n tly,
she realizes it’s a
w itch coven, and
she
has
also
attracted the atten
tion of the faculty (all
minions to their sigh
ing witch master).
Suspiria is a gran
diose fever dream;
almost a mountain
made out of a
molehill. Its story is
pathetically simple
and Argento barely
manages to meld
this in with the
euphoric
visual
splendor that is its
set pieces.
The problem with this story here
is th a t while it promises a thrilling
adventure, those first 15 minutes
of promise give way to an almost
lackluster 84 minutes. The dubbing,
always a make-or-break point, is fine
and this writer has never been put off
by it in any movie (other than House
by the Cemetery). The faults of this
story are that it is style over substance
all the way through.
This is an adult fairy tale, first and
foremost. One should expect a simple
story. Its aesthetic also hints that it
is perhaps a bit child-like, with its
doorways that resemble the early
German expressionist horror films of
the 20s and its doorknobs that are
entirely too big. The adult actors
and actresses (primarily actresses)
seem like children sneaking about
the house late at night.
The colors, blue, red, green, and
orange are all shown in stark detail.
Argento manages to attack you not
only with the killer's sadism but also
with the vivid colors and detailing.
Thanks to cinematographer Luciano
Tovoli (Titus, Single White Female),
the fluid camera work helps amplify
this environment.
Not only is it a full-on visual assault,
but also the music is one of its
strengths. Loud, excessive and per
cussive, filled with harsh whispers and
chimes. Various other instruments
give a voice to this dark wonderland.
Argento claims that it’s almost the
actor's voices, all the while provid
ing an infernal atmosphere to the
proceedings.
The score is one of the best things
about Suspiria, almost a sensory over

WWW.DARKDREAMS.ORG

In above photos Jennifer Harper stars in Suspiria as Suzy Banyon.

load with clanging, banging, and for black magic practices; hence
general anarchy in some instances. the paper-thin plot of this movie.
The first fifteen minutes, in which Suzy However, Argento claims this story
enters Germany and its overlapping was contrived from his interest in
double-murder (one of the most w itc h c ra ft during an expedition
suspenseful, tense, and sensational- across Europe, visiting the “capitols
istic scenes in horror history) makes of magic" (Prague, Turin, and Lyon).
Like Herman Mankewicz and Orson
full use of the score.
When Suzy Banyon exits the Welles, we will never know just who
wrote what.
German airport to
Many
may
the outside world
6 6 T h is is a n a d u l t
claim Suspiria is
(beckoning to her
a terrifying night
with music cues and
FAIRY TALE, FIRST AND
mare capable of
violent winds), you
FOREMOST. O n e
leaving audiences
know her journey
in shock. True, it’s a
begins in a foreign
SHOULD EXPECT A
fascinating, atmo
land, meaning this is
spheric film, but
"Argento Land.”
SIMPLE STORY. 9 9
it’s far from terrify
Dario has con
ing and too selfstructed over the
conscious. Even
course of his film 
tually it becomes
ography a surreal,
bogged
down
hyper-reality th a t
knows no bounds. You see this in the and tired, finishing completely unre
opening double-murder. Everything, solved like many of Argerrto's other
from the stained glass windows to films, only this time wanting more.
It seems he was trying to achieve
the clothesline hanging outside of
the victim's window, is dangerous a “pure film” approach, but with his
beyond words. His sadistic set pieces all-too-basic approach to the story
com e into play very much in this he only manages to achieve true
greatness within the first 15 minutes.
series, and Suspiha is no exception.
For you gore-hounds, you get
Long-time
companion
to
Argento, Daria Nicolodi, had a hand heart stabbing, death by exploding
in writing the script. Nicolodi claims glass ceilings, death by hanging
that the story is loosely based on true via clothesline, dog attacks, throat
events involving her grandmother ripping, barbwire torment, maggot
in an unnam ed music a cadem y infestation, and exploding walls.
(she refuses to even reveal the Like the legions of fans this movie
name of the academy in a recent has, you may be able to ignore its
documentary of the movie, simply pacing problems and a cce p t this
one hundred percent.
for fear of its wrath).
She does reveal this unnamed
academy, however, to be a front
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A Chaos That Only Sonic Youth Can Produce
the In the Fishtank series is that they
pride themselves on having bands
record either improvised music, old
songs that w ere never recorded, Or,
which happens more times than not,
songs that sound more like snippets
of ideas then actu al songs.

short, roughly three to four minutes
in length. Rarely do they harp on
the repetitive, drone-like themes
that have plagued some of the SYR
releases.
The album is not loud per say, it’s
just really noisy. Even when a definite
S o nic Youth
Of course, in theory, In the Fish beat arises from out of the atonal
tank
is a blessing for fans whose bursts of chaos, like on the sixth
In The Fishtank
favorite bands only release an track entitled "XIII,” the music is still
K onkurrent Indie M usic
album (if they’re lucky) every three extremely challenging and will force
years, but the end results seldom even the most sensitive of listeners
achieve the perform ances illus to reconsider what music is capable
trated in these bands' official of sounding like.
releases. And Sonic Youth is no
Wolter Wierbos’s trombone play
exception.
ing is just as dissonant as Thurston
onic Youth can be very deceiv
Since the mid-90's, Sonic Youth Moore and Lee Ranaldo's discordant
ing. Only a band like Sonic Youth has been unde- f
guitar workouts.
can release their finest and most cid e d w hether or
Jim O'Rourke is
6 6 S in c e t h e m id - 9 0 ’ s ,
realized rock album in a decade and not they want to
responsible for any
S o n ic Y o u t h h a s b e e n bizarre electronics
then, a month later, release an EP of be the band th a t
experimental noise pieces.
could be your life or
UNDECIDED WHETHER OR going on in the
They have never attem pted to 20th century com 
background, most
NOT THEY WANT TO BE
attract a mass audience, although, posers.
notably in "VI.”
for a while the mainstream tagged
True, they have I
The co m b in a 
THE BAND OF YOUR LIFE
along with them. They are acute always had ties to
tion
of
Steve
musicians sensitive to dynamics and the avant-guarde,
OR 2 0 t h CENTURY
Shelly's disarray
harmonies, who are in a constant but by the time
of percussion and
COMPOSERS. 9 9
search for beauty in the unlikeliest they got around I
Han Bennick's free
of places.
to releasing albums
jazz drumming can
Their music can be stunningly like Daydream Nation and their be difficult to stomach, especially if
melodic then harshly dissonant; com major label debut Goo, the "art” the closest you've come to free jazz
bining clanging distorted, detuned in their “ art rock" slowly began to is Kind of Blue.
guitars to create a noise that is dis diminish. The last track, “ X," is the most
tinctly Sonic Youth.
As an alternative to their albums memorable piece on the album, but
This tim e around Sonic Youth, released on G effen Records, in that’s not saying much.
along with fifth member Jim 0 1Rourke, 1997 Sonic Youth began releasing
Stylistically it's the composition
have invited members of the angular experimental albums on their own
post-punk band The Ex, as well as free SYR label that focused less on their
jazz noise makers I.C.P. to contribute5 signature rock sound and more on
to the eight improvisational pieces slow building, textured feedback.
th a t make up Koncurrent's ninth Sonic Youth is aware th a t these
installment of their In the Fishtank aren't the types of albums to be put
series.
out on a major label.
Konkurrent, an independent music
They have found other outlets,
distribution, have been recording without ending their longtime rela
bands while on tour in Europe since tionship with G effen, to put out
1996. Konkurrent invites bands they music that may not sell well in the
admire to record up to thirty minutes mainstream market, but make just as
TCP
CF
of music in Amsterdam, Holland for a much a stir as their Geffen releases.
period of two days (Sonic Youth only That's why it’s not surprising that
recorded for one).
In the Fishtank sounds the way it r
i
: .
\
They then release and distribute does.
1. Peel BigRikthe album on their own label.
The eight numbered jazz inspired
Cheee Up!
Respected bands such as Juné of 44, vignettes that make up In the Fish L._____
Low, and Tortoise have all contributed tank are about as demanding as
2. 2 SfeinneaJ ’ato Konkurrént’s growing repertoire of Sonic Youth gets.
demanding releases.
Unlike m any of Sonic Youth's
\MumiyeJi
Yet what can be frustrating about other experiments, these pieces are
3. The Connection Extended Play
4. C^rna By Ryan Doyle
StaffWriter

S

that sounds the least "free” and is
also the most Sonic Youth sounding
of the bunch.
It’s also the only piece where
there is a definite communication
going on between the musicians;
choices are being made.
The reeds are speaking to the
trombone instead of just screaming
over it and the combination of both
percussionists co m p lim e nt each
other more so than any other piece
on the album.
Maybe if Sonic Youth and the
gang had spent that extra day
recording they m ay have com e
across more gems like this one.
You have to hand it to them
though. What Sonic Youth is doing
is unlike many other rock bands.
They are exploring new directions
in their compositions and taking on
the responsibility of exposing their
audience to a kind of music that (in
most cases) they would never be
exposed to.
Overall, this album demands
extreme patience and, underneath
the chaos, offers little in the way of
substance.
It demands a kind of patience
that could be better spent listening
to Ornette Coleman or early Sonic
Youth albums like EVOL.

70.3
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Copperpot
Continued from p.13

Now, the foursome are shopping make it.
around for the right major label to
I have to admit, while listening
sign them.
to Tired o f Waiting even I was
All of these feats
tapping my feet.
are stepping-stones to f
It is catchy, but
6 6 M a y b e d e e p l y r ic s m aybe there is
the top and Copperpot will stop at nothing
more to a good
ACCOMPANIED WITH
until they reach it.
song.
The big question
Maybe deep
AMAZING GUITAR RIFFS
on the minds of every
lyrics accom pa
AND NOT SUCH A RADIO- nied with amaz
one who attended
Thursday night's per
ing guitar riffs and
ORIENTED SOUND IS
formance
was
not such a radioWHAT MAKES SOMETHING oriented sound
whether they were
watching a band that
is what makes
GREAT... 9 9
would later be play- 1
something great
ing Madison Square
and
memora
Garden and Giant’s Stadium.
ble.
There is a g ood chance, as long
Let's just hope legends like John
as record executives are willing to Lennon and Jim Morrison are not
put their musical integrity on the line rolling over in their graves a t the
for fhe sake of making a few million shallow marks being made in music
dollars, bands like C opperpot will today.
_______________
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Think About Theatre
By Andrea Vecchione
StaffWriter

www.TheatreMania.com

nterested in a big night out as
opposed to your typical weekend
in? Is someone's birthday coming
up and you are looking for the per
fe c t purchase? M aybe yo u ’re
looking for the p e rfe ct Christmas
gift for your parents
or significant other.
Well, the air is get
ting crisp and the
nights are starting
earlier. The w ee k
end plans are slowly
becoming a little too bland. Need
the answer to the question heard
every Friday or Saturday night “What
is there to do?”
Just go to TheatreMania.com an
easy to use computer website filled
with exciting, intriguing, and unique
ideas as well as numerous types
of shows to be enjoyed and to pur
chase tickets for.
It includes every type of show one
can possibly imagine from Broadway
to Off-Broadway,operas to mysteries
and thrillers, live music and comedies
to interactive shows where the audi
ence is actually a part of the play,
and many, many more.
The names of the shows are on
the left-hand side. Accompanying
this is what theater it can be found
in, the venue (whether it is an Off-

I

Broadway show, Broadway show,
or event), the price, which ranges
anywhere from $10 to $95+ and the
type of show it is (a musical, interac
tive, or staged reading, arranged by
letter codes that can be found at
the bottom of the page).
Although the site is organized
alphabetically, one can find a spe
cific show by clicking on the table
at the top of the page.
This table is divided alphabeti
cally, by venue, or by selecting the
actual show of interest at the show
type "gallery.”
There are over
100 shows listed in
New York alone,
with the date and
times and an indepth description
of what each show is about can be
found by clicking on the title of the
show. Most importantly, there are
a great deal of discounts available
especially for students.
No matter what you’re looking
for, TheatreMania.com will have it.
There are shows for all age groups
ranging from children shows for the
family, or a night out with, say, the
girls such as Birdies Bachelorette
Party which is indeed interactive
and bursting with fun filled action.
So, instead of wasting those dull
evenings at home with HBO or dish
ing out another $8.75 only to grit
your teeth at another dissapointing
romantic com edy; go on a date
with culture and swing by the the
atre. You just may have fun.
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T.V
Sc 'iieoody is yetting kicked off of the hit mafia show “The
Sopfana*.* jfe jd ftn c y rumors have been circulating as well, but
pregnancy have been picked as of right
now. Yet, ifalphie, Pc&lie, Johnny Sack, and Christopher are the
top ch a m H H Ith a ta re in the running to be kicked off this season.
Music
Former Motley-Crue drummer Tommy Lee, 40, was charged
in February 1998 for spousal abuse, child abuse, and a fire arms
violation after divorcing his ex-wife Pameja Angerson. Lee was
sentenced to 180 days in jail and three yMtaWfetate prison, both
which were suspended. He now propos^H H m gettlem ent for his
punishment he will perform concerts a U lIB W u a se s around the
world. Superior Court Judge Lawrence Mira s^essed the idea that
the rocker may be released from probation before its May 2003
end, while also fulifilling his 237 hours of community service.
Books
Stephen Ambrose, a historian from Mississippi and author of
over 25 books on American history (including Band of Brothers),
died early on Sunday at the age of 66. He suffered from a battle
with lung cancer. Ambrose was diagnosed with the illness in May
and was UByble to join co-author Doug Brinkley on a tour to
pr-MBwl« their National Geographic book, The Mississippi and the
M aiM H fflH w H pP because of his illness.

tin Curry from cnn.com

A r t s C a le n d a r
C o n c e r t Cr T h e a te r C a le n d a r

M ó v ie R e le a s e s

*

E—

0

Punch-Drunk Love—dir: Paul Thomson Anderson
Adam Sandler, Emily Watson
The Ring - dir: Core Verbinski
Naomi Watts, Martin Henderson, Brian Cox

A lb u m R e le a s e s

*

Rock - David Bowie: Best of Bowie
Rock - Death Cab for Cutie: You Can Play These
Songs With Chords

Rock - FooFighters: One by One
Rock - Pavement: Slanted & E nchanted Luxe
& Reduxe

Tigerlily only lists events for that w eek (from the Thursday w e co m e out to the following W ednesday). For your event to g e t
listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before w e c o m e out.
Be sure to include the n am e of the event (w ho’s performing) w here it’s being held, a n d the e xa ct d a te it’s happening.
Send all information to the following e-mail address:

montarts@yahoo.com
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Tl.ursday, O ctober 17

Sunday, O ctober 2 0
M icke y M a n tle 1931
Tom Petty 1950
Pam D a w b e r 1951
S noop D o g g 1972

Arthur Miller 1915
Rita H ayw orth 1918
W y c le a f Je a n 1972
Eminem 1974

M onday, O ctob er 21

Friday, O ctober 18

A lfred N o bel 1833
Dizzy G illespie 1917
C arrie Fisher 1956

C h u c k Berry 1926
G e o rg e C. S cott 1927

Saturday, O ctober 19
Tuesday, O ctober 2 2
John Llthgow 1945
Chris K attan 1970
Shannon Smith 1973
Benjam in Salisbury 1980

Jeff G o ld b lu m 1952
Zac Hanson 1985

W ednesday, O ctob er 23
M ich a e l C rich to n 1942
“ W eird" Al Yankovlc 1959

# * m# #
Know someone who's celebrating a birthday soon? W hat else says
“ Happy Birthday" (on a very limited budget) b etter than getting your
friend’s nam e In the paper? Email montarts@yahoo.com with the birthday
kid’s full nam e and year of birth a t least a w eek before the d a te and let
them know you really care., even though you m ay be really poor.

$ 2 . 5 0 f lo t t i u p R o c k s
DJ Pat Pierson Rocks the front bar a ll ulte long!
DJ UIC tunes up backroom Mum 8 after band sets!

• no c o v e r
COLL CLUB FOR SCHEDULE

WASHINGTON
C rn fflr

l iu e b r d d s
G H ESB

10;30PMSTART

I m
n
u
l Q
A
■ ■ ■ ■ £ * F 0*41 ■ m * * B O P

Secret Cervix
The Datura
m

im

m

m

DJ Pat Pierson is back to shake up the front bar
DJ UIC splnkt’ the dance tunes after the shout

$ 2 .5 0 Import Pints T i l l 11pm
10:30PMSTART

F.O. The Smack Magnet
P ik e r
Comedy Set from Die the Barback
Wl.flTI.lltEil.Ml

10î30PMSTART

The B lakes
Banana Fish Zero
Hyde

Put Yourself on the Path of
Opportunity!

AcadmkSmtnm

Come to an information session to learn about

Internships in Washington, D.C.
Earn academic credit while you work in a professional environment

Marcus Williams of
The Washington Center,
will present information
concerning this unique opportunity
Thursday, October 24,2002
2:30-4:00 PM

Russ Hall ~ Kopps Lounge

OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL MAJORS!!
Come meet with us and have your questions answered,
^Scholarships and Financial Assistance Available*
REFRESHMENTS
For more information, contact Dr. Delores McMorrin at 973-655*7347 or
mcmorriBdiSiroail.montclair.edu , or call The Washington Center (800) 486-8921 - email
info@twc.edu. Check out oar website: www.twe.edu

©
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Frankasso By B re n o C o la

Are you a

B ro k e s c h o la r?

in crease your s u c c e s s rati
through a rticle s and advic

C h e c k out our online edition’s

S c h o la r s h ip s

channel
www.dailyfreepress.com/scholarships

www.themontclarion.org
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NI 0 H T C l A I R
S t a r t i n g

S e p t e m b e r

3 0 ,

20

0 2

B ra n d N e w S e rv ic e to M id to w n M a n h a tta n
Now you can reach more destinations, more jobs, more shopping, more entertainment
with more convenience and less hassle than ever! Why fight the traffic now that
MidTOWN DIRECT-Montclair is here!
MidTOWN DIRECT-Montclair service operates between Montclair Heights Station and
Penn Station New York from early morning until late evening, Monday through Friday.
Peak period service will also run to and from Hoboken Terminal with certain trains
operating express between Montclair Heights and Newark Broad Street stations,
plus you can use either MidTOWN DIRECT-Montclair or Hoboken-bound trains to
reach Newark Broad Street Station.
Call 1 - 8 0 0 - 6 2 6 -R ID E or visit our Website at w w w .n jtra n s it.c o m for complete
schedule and fare information.
W e c a re a b o u t y o u r s a fe ty . C ro s s th e tr a c k s o n ly a t d e s ig n a te d
g ra d e c ro s s in g s a n d o b s e rv e a ll w a rn in g s ig n a ls . T a kin g “ s h o r tc u ts ”
a c ro s s th e tr a c k s m a y r e s u lt in fa ta l in ju rie s .

^TRANSIT
The Way To Go.

<E>

o
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Construction Woes

The Voice of M ontclair State University
Do you think the G.P.A. requirements to be a
teacher should be lowered?
a re

“I think the University was correct

A 2.5 is average in

in not lowering its standards, due

most schools across the country.

to the University being based on

It should be good enough for

our educational program and it

a teacher.”

only goes to speak of the high

“No, I believe that would cause

“ Yes,

the quality of teachers to go

changing.

down even further.”
Josh W eigand, undeclared,
firs t ye a r

because

tim es

Latoya Baker, justice studies,
th ird year

Do you

have an
account
hold? If so,

caliber of our program.”
A t Fatale,, III, history m ajor,
th ird year
C a ll 973-6 5 5 -5 2 4 1 o r em ail
MontOpinion@ yahoo.com
to respond.
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V ie w p o in t

In the Name of God
Why the Catholic Church's
Critics are Wrong

Women, You’re Up!
Will Out-Dated Bigotry Keep
Women out of the N.F.L.?

I wonder if Andy Rooney would bigotry and others like it.
As the current scandals in the view such publications as “ not being
Recently, the U.S. Department of
argue that the only venue women
Church continue to unfold, there in the purient interests.”
If one wants to ascertain what should have physical contact in is Education appointed a commission
seems to be an emerging consensus
th a t there is something seriously contributes to sexual abuse and his collection of pornography. After to produce a new study on Title
wrong with the traditional structures inappropriate sexual behavior, one his remarks last week, I would love to IX. Title IX is federal legislation that
prohibits discrimination by gender.
of institutional Catholicism. There also needs only to take a good look see him argue otherwise.
This legislation required
Rooney, a CBS news
around at any newsstand
seems to be an increasing
public schools to provide
or magazine rack. You will correspondent, stated
opinionthat celibacy is the
as many female sports
not find that stuff inside that women have "no
cause of these scandals
teams as male.
business” being involved
and that the hierarchical
Catholic Churches.
Any fem ale who has
This is where the liberals in football. His remarks
structure of the church
played any sport in high
have it wrong. The prob were aimed specifically
helps to perpetuate it.
school or college has Title
The problem, however,
lem with the Church isn’t at “ Monday Night Foot
IX to thank.
th a t bishops are guilty ball" female broadcast
is that such viewpoints are
Sadly, this new com 
of an abuse of power. ers like Melissa Stark, or as
not only indefensible, they
mission consists of mostly
The problem , rather, is he refers to them, “those
are also simply untrue.
NCAA Division I institutions,
that the bishops have damn women down on
Philip Jenkins, a nonJacob V.
Michael A.
which have yet to comply
not exercised their power the sidelines who d o n 't
Catholic from Penn State
with Title IX, even 30 years
at all. What is needed is know what the hell they're
University, has shown quite
HUDNUT
V a le n z a n o
after its passage. Many
more assertion of genu talking about.”
clearly in his book Priests
Columnist
of these representatives
Thankfully, a proud
ine authority, not less. As
and Pedophiles that inci
a d v o c a te th a t w om en
the sexual perversions of majority of people have
dents involving clergy
are less competitive than
our sadly liberal culture disagreed with that sexist
sexual abuse of children
is just as high, if not higher, among began to influence seminary and com m ent. Some in statements, men by nature. People with such
beliefs would have an easier time
clerical life, the post-Vatican II Ameri other by practice.
married non-Catholic clergy.
The New York Giants recently held defending fhe MSU shuttle-bus
The current "crisis" appears worse can bishops hid behind the authority
than it is because the press is report of the “ experts” (lawyers, therapists, a stadium-filled class for women schedule.
As a recent example of how pop
ing on every case of sex abuse within and sexologists) and thus avoided interested in the game, called Foot
the Catholic Church that has hap the unpleasant task of wielding their ball 101. Dhani Jones, Quincy Monk, ular sports are with w om en, just
pened over the past 50 years as if true authority in the only appropriate and many other Giants came out to this weekend, the Anaheim Angels
celebrated its oldest fan, 102-yearthey all happened yesterday. The manner. That is, the im m ediate talk a bit about the game.
After the session ended, Jones old Faith Henderson. I d o n't think
fa ct is that the primary abusers of removal of any priest who harmed
w ent on record to say that there she's coming out for just the peanuts
children in our society are parents a child.
Instead of being pastorally guided were ladies who knew a bit more and cracker jacks.
and school teachers.
Critics of Title IX also argue that
And yet, if the emerging notion is by the authority of fhe local about the game than him.
The course will soon be followed female sport teams consume too
to be believed, the most dangerous bishop, post-Vatican II Catholics
place for a child to be in America were treated instead to the endless by a Football 201, which will afford much of a school’s athletic budget.
is inside a Catholic Church. This is bureaucratic committee structure of women the opportunity to partake To them, even 50 p e rcen t is too
the national conference of bishops. in actual drills and scrimmages in the much. They fail to realize that male
sheer lunacy!
students have 30 percent more
The second problem with the This slow slide into "rule by commit practice bubble. !
With this in mind, I would suggest access to sports than females.
idea that Catholicism causes child te e ” is more o f a ch a ra cte ristic
This commission runs the risk of
abuse is that it treats the problem of liberalism with its constant CBS find a more suitable use
as if the Catholic Church exists in co n cern for the a p p e a ra n c e of for Rooney and donate him to squashing Title IX before it brings
us to the gen
dialogue, “ pro the Giants to be
some sort of cultural
der-blind Am er
cess" and inclu em ployed as the
vacuum. Hopefully,
6 6 M r . R o o n e y ’s
66 H opefully, the
ica of its authors'
the current crisis
sive forms of tackling target in
dreams.
Football
201.
leadership,
rather
will cause us to
REQUEST...PUTS FOOT
CURRENT CRISIS WILL
The road to
A ' recent Har
than the simple,
look at the deeper
gender-equality
BALL IN A LEVEL OF
CAUSE US TO LOOK
straightforw ard rison poll shows
sexual perversions
doesn’t stop at
exercise
of that 43 percent
of American cul
INTENSITY THAT...HASN’ t
AT THE DEEPER SEXUAL
re je ctin g Andy
authority.
of women in the
ture. There is an
Rooney and sup
Perhaps now United States follow
epidem ic of child
BEEN SEEN SINCE THE
PERVERSIONS OF AMERI
porting Title IX.
the
American football.
sexual abuse in our
R o m a n s f e d C h r is 
CAN CULTURE. 9 9
The NFL co u ld
Equally notable
Catholic bishops
country, but the
be
completely
will wake up and is another study
illogical idea that
t ia n s TO THE LIONS. 9 9
replaced
with
begin to take seri that estimates that
the Catholic priest
w om en, b u t it
ously the leader women purchase
hood is the primary
w ouldn’t mean
ship and exam 46 percent of NFL
abuser is not only
anything unless it was completely
false, it is also hypocritical and dan ple of John Paul II. Many of the merchandise.
Our Declaration of Indepen genuine. There are much simpler
liberals out there seem to think that
gerous.
Until we learn to locate the under the Church's teachings are “out of dence announced a country based violations of gender equality we must
lying root cause of these crimes date", but the truth is they are simply on “ life, liberty and the pursuit of first look at.
I charge each of you to notice
within the broad sexual perversions just too d ifficu lt for m any liberal happiness." In theory, it established
a nation with equal access to goods how many times this week you hear
of our culture, perversions that some people to follow.
a speaker address a co-ed group
The Pope has been pleading with and services.
members of the Church (both Protes
Until recently, that was a joke. Yet with “you guys.”
tant and Catholic) have sadly been the bishops of the world to clean
Then, picture that same speaker
influenced by, then this epidemic up their seminaries and to return the above statistics prove we're on a
to a more rigorous and ascetical path to becoming a country where addressing th a t group was “ you
will continue to spread.
I suggest that a far more relevant formation process that combines all persons have the same amount gals" and the disruption it would
focus is the permissive nature of our a deep devotion to the Church's of “ business” in any and all Ameri cause.
Keeping such things in mind, it's
society. Pornography has entered proper and healthy teaching an can institutions, including women
hard to see the playing field for
in football.
classrooms> is freely disseminated sexuality.
Mr. Rooney's request that females women in sports as anything but
Perhaps it is time they listened.
on the w eb, and exists on every
be banned from NFL broadcasting about as level as the roof on Panzer
newsstand and cable TV show in
America. This is all supported by
puts football in a level of intensity that Gym.
the history of organized competition
constitutional guarantees and a
Supreme Court which has chosen to M ic h a e l A . V a le n za n o , a h is to ry hasn’t seen since the Romans fed J a c o b V. H u d n u t, a p o litic a l s c i
major, is in his first y e a r as a colum Christians to the lions.
en ce major, is in his first y e a r as a
nist for T h e Montclarion.
We must oppose his seditious columnist for T h e Montclarion.
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SGA President's Corner
“If you area't fired with
enthusiasm, you will be fired
with enthusiasm
-Vince Lombardi
Go Green Bay!
come with all necessary software
With another successful week In based on need by major.
the books and the last few weeks
Anyone interested in this may
of near-perfect weather slipping w ant to happen by the SGA office
through our fingers, it’s time to look in two or three weeks, as a bill will
a t a subject on the campus that be written and the notion explored
affects us all, whether we know it with the help of University Provost
or not: technology.
Richard lynde and V.P. of Informa
Fact is, no te ch n o lo g ica l tion Technology Ed Chapel.
advances have affected the world
The other thing I want to touch
in a ten-year span quite
on is the success EMS
the way they have in the ^ ------ ----------N has had in the past with
last 10 years.
the S.G.A. The decision
Even the telephone in
to move control of EMS
the 1800s and the auto
from the SGA to the Uni
mobile in the early 1900’s
versity was not reached
did not change the face
easily, but when you
of the world the way com
look at it, if makes per
puter technology and the
fe c t sense. The SGA
Internet have.
was merely a financier
And, with the excep
for EMS’s duration with
Chris W.
tion of business, no sect
us. We really could offer
FITZP A TR IC K
o f the com m unity be n 
little more than money.
S G A President
efits more from technology
In my experience,
than education.
current Vice President
Com puters can be
Orlando Cabrera is the
found in nearly every classroom, only SGA Executive Board member
hi -tech labs are abundant and in a long time with direct under
cro w d e d , la p to p com puters in standing of EMS’ operations.
class have become a regular sight,
Under the capable University
classes are now often held virtu Police, EMS has financial support
ally, and soon, right here at MSU, of, as Rob Rehberg stated, “a more
students will find it a com m on stable nature."
practice to interface with universi
Furthermore, University Police
ties ail over the world.
can give a greater guidance to
Still, is technology being used EMS than we could. Members of
the SGA are proud of our accom 
to its greatest capacity?
Even here a t MSU, there is still plishments, b u t w e also realize
much to be desired, and it feels when we are not the best body
as if 2002-2003 is the year to move to deal with a certain situation.
That’s w hat makes education at
forward.
Are you students using technol- MSU so valuable: there is synergy
ogy to it’s fullest potential?
and teamwork among its depart
The University spends a loti ments.
of money to have
Now that the
sp a ce for every
funds a llo tte d
to EMS are fee,,
MSU student to
6 * W e h a v e t h e r ig h t
the SGA might
have an e-mail
account,
and
be
able to
TO MAKE OUR VOICES
since so many of
provide more
HEARD, AMD WHEN GIVEN
us have our own
high-quality pro
gramming to
primary
e-mail
THE CHANCE, WE NEED
the
campus
accounts {AOL,
TO MAKE THE EFFORT TO
c o m m u n it y .
Hotm ail, Yahoo,
EMS, however,
etc.), the mail.
DO SO. 99
will always have
montclair.edu ser
the
constant
vice allows us to
support o f the
forw ard our Uni
SGA.
versity mail to our
primary address. Multiple e-mails
In closing, I want to touch on
go out from Vice Presidents, such the SGA budgets an d financial
as parking updates, on-campus information in my next column.
As students of MSU, you pay a
events, etc.
Last semester, the MSU Parting fee to the SGA that goes to a vari
task force was e-mailed to every ety of programming. You deserve
Student, seeking responses and to know where the money goes
student input.;
and how it is spent. Soon, I want to
Only five students responded! speak about student safety and the
We have the right to make our future of MSU’s academics.
I am still seeking questions from
voices heard, and when given the
ch a nce , w e need to make the members of the campus commu
effort to do so. So, I urge each of nity. Drop them o ff in the SGA
you to sign up for the free e-mail office and I will answer at least one
every week. Thank you for making
account on the MSU website.
The S.G.A. will be making tech- 2002-2003 the first full, 65-member
‘ nological strides by revisiting the SGA legislature in two decades.
Until then, may your parking be
c o n c e p t of a la p to p purchase
program for MSU students.
plentiful. Break the walls down,
This program would allow stu build the bridges up, and experi
dents to lease a laptop through the ence the madness.
school and have the cost applied
to tuition and fees, and w ould
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What’s Wrong with
the Democrats
Being a Democrat these days you the power to destroy world - but
must be mighty depressing. Every first you have to promise me you'll
where you turn, more Democrats try not to. Maybe Clinton should
are crashing and burning. Our cur quit the Senate and work on Bush’s
rent president (the first Republican PR team.
to hold the office since his father)
Clinton's husband - remember
is tanking with regard to domestic him? - is partly to blam e for the
issues (the economy, social security, Dem ocrats’ current woes. No, it
the environment -- you
wasn't that he lied and
know: the small stuff), yet
crooked his way through
he remains very popular.
eight years on the job;
m
m
Democrats, on the other
all the prior chiefs have
f
hand, have a tenuous
done much the same,
1
1 »' ' ■
hold on the Senate (one
and worse. No, it was
they could lose in a few
th a t Clinton ran aw ay
liltll
short weeks), and they
with all of the Republi
'd jA
*
H i
seem to be losing popular
c a n ’s greatest causes:
ity every day.
welfare
reform, keeping
Terrence
It’s no wonder.
Al
U.S.A.’s
governmentTHORNTON sanctioned .
Gore,
their
de-facto
killing
Opinion Editor
leader, showed up in Iowa
machine (re: the death
the other day, newlypenalty) up and running,
shaved, toned, cracking
term limits, balanced
jokes every once in a while. He budgets. By the time Clinton was
screamed to the crowd, “ Do you through, the Democratic Party had
remember where you were when become the Republican Party.
they stopped counting the vote
And now, the Democrats have
in 2000?" Gee, Gore finally gets nowhere to go. If the Democratic
a backbone. Too bad it’s about Party wants to win anything in the
two years too late. Gore's recent next few years, they need to re
appearances (and his comments group and define themselves again
on the ‘00 election, which he has (without Clinton's influence). Half
until now been very tight-lipped the country does not vote, many
about)are the possible first steps of because they don't feel as though
a '04 campaign. Democrats have anyone is running for them. If the
had two years to come up with a Democrats sought out these people
viable candidate, and Gore is the - the disenfranchised, the poor and
best they can do? Ugh.
disillusioned (the people for whom
Hillary Clinton, w ho’s got her the Democratic Party used to stand)
eyes on the '08 prize, voted in favor - they will inch their way back up in
of giving Bush unlimited powers the polls and win back with White
to invade Iraq. She prefers diplo House, as they should have done
macy, she said, but she “will take in 2000.
the president at his word that he
will try hard...to avoid war.” Ah, T e rre n c e T h o rn to n , a n E n g lis h
so now w e’re trusting Bush to avoid m ajo r, is in his first y e a r a s th e
war? Okay, Geòrgie Porgie, I’ll give Opinion Editor for T h e Montclarion.

I I kzc> cuci CZ3

Away with Praxis!
Why the Praxis Test is Unfair to
Teacher Education Students
I am writing to express my opinion
on the recent coverage given to
the proposed hike in the minimum
required G.P.A. for teacher educa
tion students.
I am having a hard time under
standing why we (MSU, the state,
teacher ed students) are wasting our
time quibbling about what essentially
boils down to a few tenths of a point,
when the real hurdle here is the
archaic, biased process otherwise
known as the Praxis test.
I know a good many more
teacher ed. students are struggling
to pass the Praxis .(people that I feel
will be excellent future teachers),
rather than struggling to up their
G.P.A.s. I feel th a t our time (and
money) would be better spent devel
oping ways to either ch a ng e or
abolish this standardized test that

does nothing to test our abilities as
future teachers.
The Praxis test merely measures
content knowledge, something that
a favorable G.P.A. should demon
strate anyway.
Additionally, it is no secret that
standardized tests like the Praxis
are culturally, racially, and gender
biased.
I feel that it is high time that the
state, and MSU, remove themselves
from the "dark ages" and find new
ways of assessing the abilities of
future teachers.
Cheryl Rowe
English Teacher Education

■
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Friday Night: Sibling Slumber
Pre-registered siblings arrive at residence halls beginning at 5:30 p.m.
(Permission slips must be completed)
"Franklin Live on Stage"@ 7:30pm in Memorial Auditorium (limited seats)
Movie Night, Bedtime stories and ice cream social in every residence halls

^ahirjay:ffamilv Dav
Rise& Shine for brunch from 11:00 amto 1:00 p.m. in Blanton Cafeteria
Family Carnival from 12:00pm-5:00pm in the Bohn/Blanton Quad
f
j
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child care wanted

Customer Service. Data entry /
phones / filling / gen. office duties.
Mac & PC exp. preferred. Fax resume
to 973-256-8341 attn: Chris_______

Energetic and loving P/T sitter needed
for 21 month old boy. 2 - 3 days a
week, 1 2 - 2 0 hours a week. Flex
ible on hours. Near campus. Jane
(9731783-3432_________________

miscellaneous

Childcare wanted, Montclair home,
school age children. M - Th 2 - 6 PM,
additional hrs if desired. Help with
homework, start dinner, must drive.
Please call Julie (973)360-6511(w)
(9731783-7107(h1._____________

SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel with
STS Americas #1 Student Tour Oper
ator. Jamaica, Cancún, Acapulco,
Bahamas, or Florida. Sell Trips
Earn Cash Travel Free. Information /
Reservations 1-800-648-4849_____

Swiss-American family in Montclair
looking for responsible, caring sitter
for two children T & Th 3:30 - 8 PM.
Must have car. (9731783-7113

#1 Spring Break. Look no further!! 2
Free Trips/Free Parties w/MTV. Free
Meals/Drinks. Hottest Destinations
@ Lowest Prices. Caribbean, Mexico,
Florida, Padre. Most Reliable Com
pany. www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710________________

help wanted
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
$250 a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 721__________

Spring
Break
‘03
with
StudentCity.com! Cancún, Mazatlan,
Acapulco, Bahamas, Jamaica, Flor
ida! REPS WANTED! Travel free and
earn cash! Call 1-800-293-1445

The
Princeton
■—Review

C elebrai fN a tio n a l Stress F re e G R A D W eekend!
Montclair State University
October 26th

WATCH WHO
YOU LEAVE BEHIND

Take a FREE Full-Length LSATor MCATl
LSAT 9 :30 am-1 :3 0 pro«g|
MCAT 9 :0 0 am-5 :0 Qpm

Attend a FREE Admissions
GMAT & Business School 1Q&Ownr’HMtJUpm
GRE & Graduate School
1'iM ^iP 2 :3 0 pm
DON'T BE LEFT OUT! CALL TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR SPACE!

■I

llllll ^ ^

~ r e s e r v e a space, caff800-2HEVIEÌV
•n@review.corrt/www.PrincetonRevi&w.com

Earn $ 1 5 -$ 2 0
Per H our
• L o c a t e d r ig h t o f f c a m p u s
• Y o u p ic k y o u r o w n s c h e d u le
• W o r k w it h y o u r fr ie n d s

L ittle W ork = B ig M o n e y
@

C a ll G reg
973- 275-1188

nnfo55vT
d i o it T l

PG-13IPABENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED<g>
J j jm ib
SomeMaterial Miy Beinappropriatelot CNldrtnUnder13
DRUG AND ALCOHOL CONTENT. SEXUALITY.
•H /ö ™ ~
SOME VIOLENCE AND LANGUAGE.
«,
For rating reasons, go to www.fllmratings.com.
*
«•-»*•»
TM & Copyright C 2002 by Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved.

"

AbandonMovie.com

IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE OCTOBER 18
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Domination is the Key for Hawks Soccer
By Justin Van Pelt
StaffWriter

1

MSU

6

C e n te n a ry

0

The Red Hawks continue to domi
nate as they've knocked off Neu
mann College and Centenary this
past week.
Both games clearly showed com
plete control on both offense and
defense for the Red Hawks as they
tallied 14 goals while allowing none.
With the 8-0 victory over Neu
mann and a 6-0 victory over Cente
nary, MSU im proved their overall
record to 9-2-2. Coming off of a
scoreless tie against conference
rival Rowan College, the Red Hawks
were set to take on non-epoferehee"
opponent Neymanrrlf'A) College.
^Ji-dKdrrTiake long for the goals to
start racking up as junior back Steve
Leonard put MSU up 1-0 just 4:21 into
the game.
The goal was Leonard’s first of the
season and first of three in the game.
Senior Atiba Yusuf added his team
leading sixth goal late in the first
half and quickly followed it up with
an assist to Leonard, giving the Red
Hawks a 3-0 lead at the half. Scoring
continued in the sécond half with
goals from Leonard, Andrew Macho,
Anthony Tomasso, Rafael Parchardo,
and Fernando Yeager. Goaltenders
Chris Owen and Phillip Battiato com
bined for the shutout while MSU
again outshot its opponent 23-4.
Next up for the Red Hawks would be
Centenary (NJ).
As though it was a continuation
of the game against Neumann, the
Red Hawks took a 4-0 lead in the

first half.
Jessen Van Syckle, Matt Caswell,
Yusuf, and Leo Caraballo all banged
in first half goals for MSU.
Caraballo would again score in
the second half and with just three
seconds left on the clock, Yeager
knocked in his second goal in as
many games.
Leonard contributed three assists
to do his part in the 6-0 shutout of
Centenary. Owen and Battiato tagteamed in a goal again for the Red
Hawks, seeing just three Centenary
shots fired as opposed to the 24
Red Hawk shots faced by Oda
Tetsuya, Centenary's goalkeeper.
Leonard's efforts in both games
earned him New Jersey A thletic
Conference Defensive Player of fhe
Week for the week ending October
13.
__^
In two games hejsceretflhree
goals andjhree assists for a total of
jaine-overall points.
Leonard helps lead an extremely
strong Red Hawk defense which
leads the conference in team goals
against average allowing just .37
goals per gam e and has posted
nine shutouts in 13 games.
MSU’s team record for goals
against average in a single season,
set in 1988, is .60.
Leonard and the rest of the Red
Hawk defense hope fo continue
dominating their opponents and go
down in the record books <as one of
the best MSU defenses of all-time.
Play resumes for the Red Hawk
Men’sSoccer team in games against
Jersey City and Kean University in
two away games for the upcoming
week.
MSU currently sits fifth in New
Jersey Athletic Conference stand
ings six points out of first with
a conference record of 2-1-1.

Name: Jessen Van Synckle
Num ber: 16
Year: Freshman
Postion: Forward
Height: 6-0
W eight: 160
Hom etown: Blairstown, NJ
In Saturday’s game, Jessen
made his second goal of the
season, helping the Red Hawks
defeat Centenary 6-0.

Name: Steve Leonard
Num ber: 3
Year: Junior
Postion: Midfield
Height: 5-11
W eight: 160
Hom etown: Pompton Plains, NJ
Steve scored three times during
Saturday’s game to aid in the shut
out.

Cheer
Continued from p. 28

But that did not help the squad everything we can at the games."
team, for which tryouts are being
any when their c o a c h d ro pp e d
To continue the growth and
held on October 28 and 30.
and the girls had to take over them strength of the squad, they have
The competition team will have
selves.
done some fundraising at supermar
the opportunity to travel to the Big
After having tryouts for the new kets.
Apple Classic and Daytona Beach,
squad in May 2002, 21 girls have
They are not allowed to fundraise
Florida for National Competions.
spent many hours working together a t football games,
The cheerleaders
to gave some spirit to MSU.
though ,because the 4 k
just want everyone
66W E WANT VERY
They also hosted two clinics for fo o tb a ll association
to know th a t they
third and eighth graders where they has the rights to do
are around and they
MUCH TO BE
taught them cheers and give them that.
care very much for
R espected and
lunch.
They have paid for
what they do.
Over the summer, they all went everything that they
Kaounis said, “We
A p p r e c ia t e d ...
to camp, which they paid for them have received in the
are very supportive
FOR ALL OF OUR
selves and where they were the only past year including
of our football team,
team without a coach.
uniforms, pom-poms,
we
decorate the
HARDWORK.99
Lynda Kaounis had to a ct as a decorations and their
field at our home
coach at the cam p and go to many own transportation to
-C heerleader Lynda Q O m eS a n d b a k e for
of the meetings.
all the away football I
Kaounis the football players.
She said, “ It is very hard to run games.
We want very much
a team w ithout a coach, or any
The cheerleaders
to be respected and
support a t all. We practice very have two teams, one for sports, only
appreciated by the school for all of
hard during the week and we give it cheer football, and the competition
our hardwork and dedication."
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Hockey
Continued from p. 28

The team seem ed to hit a rut
when Sienna's Ewen Dewitt scored
six minutes into the first period. The
Hawks were unwilling to back down
at this point and immediately scored
less than a minute later when James
M anganaro scored with an assist
going to Bourke. The Hawks scored
again when Ed Caldwell put it in
from a nice pass from Nick Lawson
and Bourke.
The Hawks held the lead until
Sienna tied the game with 5:35 left
in the first. At the start of the second
period, MSU came out flat.
Sienna scored two goals less than
a minute apart in the middle of the
period and then made a statement
scoring again with 21 seconds left
leaving the Hawks stunned. The
Hawks came back and played great
defensive hockey in the third, but
neither team was able to score,
ending the game at 5-2 final. Mac
Donald saved 35 of 40 shots.
After the game Captain Eddie
Caldwell said, "We need to intensify
our practice as players; we have
to do our drills with accuracy and
intensity. So far we haven't brought
together three periods of solid
hockey. We play like we practice,
and we aren’t practicing hard

Question:

enough.”
Head Coach, M atthew Manis
calco, keeps hopes high by stating,
“ This weekend has reinforced the
fact that we are rebuilding! We have
a very young team and they are
getting a quick reality of college
hockey! Facing the top four teams in
the North East region from fhe past
two seasons in the first six games is
an eye opener! I believe in the long
run ,we will be fine! We'll take our
lumps now and hopefully learn from
them so we can become a better
team in the future!"
In other Red Hawk Hockey news,
junior Tim Dybus and sophomore
Justin Conigliaro will stand by cap
tain Ed Caldwell as the Red Hawks
assistant captains for this season.
Coach Maniscalco compliments the
players, "I think that they both are
a perfect fit! They compliment the
vocal Caldwell and they both lead
by example on the ice!”
The team now plays a string of
nine straight home games where
they hope to put some wins in their
favor. They first face off against Rider
University, Friday for their second
M-ACHA game. Then, they return
to Super East play against Marist
College on Saturday.

COMMUNITY SERVICE
OPPORTUNITY
NJ Water Watch is hosting
a river clean-upon “Make A
Difference Day”, Oct. 26,
9am - 1pm, Great Falls area
of Paterson.
Contact Shannon at x5320.

In February ‘97, the Dallas
Mavericks m ade a nine-player
swap with the New Jersey Nets.
After the swap, forward Samaki
Walker had been with the Mavs
longer than any other player.
Samaki had been with the
team for how long?

Answer:

Bill Buckner is rem em bered
for his error at first base in the
1986 World Series.

"'Punch-Drunk Love' is sweet and strange with an ending whose
heart-melting sincerity had several tough critics (including this one) in tears.'
A.O. Scott, The New York Times

"A romantic comedy as.
wonderful as it is strange
that expands the genre
to its absurdist outer
limits and makes us
believe.

"Two thumbs up!’
Ebert & Roeper

"Amazing."
David Ansen, Newsweek

“'Punch-Drunk Love' is
not only one of the
edgiest romantic
comedies ever made,
it's a romantic comedy
on the edge: on
the edge of being a
comedy, on the edge
of being romantic,
on the edge of sanity
and on the edge
- the leading one
- of American
movies themselves."

Kenneth Turan,
Los Angeles Times

'Boogie Nights' and
'Magnolia' auteur
Paul Thomas Anderson
saw something
most critics missed in
Adam Sandler. Better
yet, he brings it out
onscreen...Sandler
can act, beautifully.
That's that.'
Peter Travers, Rolling Stone

<32^ <3^

Geoff Pevere,
The Toronto Star

<SE3>

M eet the Tests.

bADAM SANDLER EMILY WATSON

Come to th e Kaplan Inform ational Seminar on Wednesday, October 3 0 th
in th e Student Center Rathskellar a t 6:30pm a t M ontclair S tate University!

PHILIP SEYMOUR HOFFMAN LOIS GUZMAN

We w ill fee discussing d ie GMAT, GRE, LSAT m i MCAT exam s, in c lw in g th e ir tim in g ,
scoring and content, in addition, m w ill be discussing the Kaplan preparation courses.

REVOLUTION STUDIOS/NEW LINE CINEMA present a JOANNE SELLAR/ GHOULARDÌ FILM CO. production
musicJON BRION producedby JOANNE SELLAR DANIEL LUPI PAUL THOMAS ANDERSON
WRITTENand directed by PAUL THOMAS ANDERSON

Co-sponsored by Phi Sigma Pi National Honors Fraternity

^REVOLUTION
/

STUDI OS

R

l
I

HWTHICTRP
UNDER17REQUIRESACCOMPANYING
PARENTORADULTGUARDIAN

STRONG LANGUAGE INCLUDING
A SCENE OFSEXUAL DIALOGUE

C O L U M B IA N

siu&restt g g .
CCj"T
— -—

PICTURES

*

LIMITED ENGAGEMENTS START FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18
1-8Û0-KÂP-TEST
k a p testx o m
■Test m ttm as* to&mmKS ««tem arte «I «ste m apa**« tm m rs

Take Kaplan. Score higher.

AMC
❖ C L IF T O N CO M M O N S
C IN E M A BUOI

I

NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS
✓ E D G E W A T E R MULTIPLEX CIN EM AS
RIVER ROAD, RT. 505 AT GORGE ROAD
EDGEWATER 8404)699

LOEWS THEATRES
❖ M O N M O U T H M A LL
EATONTOWN
800-555-TELL

PBPI

CINEPLEX ODEON
✓ R O U T E 4 TENPLEX
PARAMUS
800-555-TELL

,/LUIdolbyT

SORRY, N O PASSES
ACCEPTED FOR
THIS ENGAGEMENT.

CUFTON 614-0644

5X 7
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Football
NJAC Overall
Rowan
SUNY-Cortland
TCNJ
MSU
Kean
WPU
NJCU

2-0

6-0

3-1

5-1

^

' 2-1 ; 2-3

j

1-4

0-2

MEN’S SOCCER

0-5

Sat. 10/19 @ Kean University
1 p.m.
Wed. 10/23 New York Tech
3 p.m.

M en’s S o c c e r
NJAC Overall
Kean
Rowan
Richard Stockton
MSU
¿Br
NJCU
Ramapo
WPU
TCNJ
Rutgers-Camden

J

£

3-2

11-3

4-0

10-1

3-1
2- J - l

9-4

2-3-

8-6

FOOTBALL
Sat. 10/19 William Paterson*
4 p.m

9-2-2

;i 2-2 i

8-2-1

J 2-3

FIELD HOCKEY

7-5

3-1

7-4-2

1-4

5-8

Sat. 10/19 @ Wilkes Univ.
2 p.m.
Tues. 10/22 SUNY-New Paltz
8 p.m.

WOMEN’S TENNIS

W om en’s S o c c e r
NJAC Overall
Richard Stockton
TCNJ
Rowan
Rutgers-Camden m
WPU
Kean
§L i yif
MSU

4-1

Zachary was named NJAC’s Offensive
Rookie of the Week this week.

No games

WOMEN’S SOCCER

11-0-1
2-2
9-3-1
2-2-1 8-4-1

Sat. 10/19 Kean University*
11 a.m.

1 7-5-1

6-6-1

* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

• 2-1-1 6-4-2

R utgers-N ew fk
Ramapo
NJCU

Freshman, Runningback
Hometown: South River, NJ

11-2-1

5-0

'

N

Sat. 10/19 @ Georgian Court
1 p.rrL
Tues. 10/22 Kean University
7 p.m.

J J l i k . * . 3-2
1 i | | -12-3
0-2

VOLLEYBALL

h o n o r a b l e

m e n t i o n

M elissa Strauss
Senior DEF
Hometown: East Brunswick, NJ

4-7

1-4

Melissa had ten digs for Tuesday’s game.

1-3-1 4-7-1
0-5

2-10

V _____________________________y

Field H o ck e y
NJAC Overall
Rowan
TCNJ
WPU
Kean
MSU

■2-0

a

‘

R

12-0

2 -Í

e

s

u

l

t

s

>9-1

' * ^ ! 1-2 ’

8-4

f

----------------------------------------- .

7-4
i m
% L 3® « ■ ' J P ! 6-3

Men’s Soccer

Steve Leonard
Junior MID
Hometown: Pompton Plains, NJ

Steve had three goals in Saturday’s shut out.

10112 - MSU 6, Centenary 0

V o lley b a ll

Women’s Soccer

NJAC
Rowan
4-2
Kean
»— . 2-3
Richard Stockton Æ
WPU
È ||¡ | |
MSU
NJCU
Rutgers-Newark
Ramapo

3 3 -2 ;

Overall
19-7

10111 - MSU 1, Greensboro 0
10114- MSU 1, Stevens Tech 0

17-13

Football

15-8

10112-MSU42, Kean*7

12-8
Volleyball

11-12

11-6

3-3

9-7

1-5

6-10

10112 - MSU 0, Lebanon Valley 3
10115 - MSU 3, Ramapo* 0

10112 - MSU 20, Messiah 3
10115-MSU2, Kean* 1

NJAC Overall
M

■

M

Leo scored two goals in Saturday’s game.

Field Hockey

T en n is
Ramapo
MSU
Kean
TCNJ
Rutgers-NewÉk

Leo Caraballo
Sophom ore Forward
Hometown: Totowa, NJ

8-6

l 8-2

' 2-3 . 6-4
5-0

5-0

0-5

0-8

*

New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

V___________________________ )

>«
• Lisa Sm icklo
u Sophom ore DEF
o Hometown: Toms River, NJ
X
■c Lisa scored a goal to tie up the game in the
« second half on Tuesday.
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Volleyball Slips
and Falls
By Robyn Carofine
A ssistantS ports E ditor

Victory has slipped past
MSU once again. The Red
Hawks were shutout for their
second consecutive match
this past Saturday against
Lebanon Valley C ollege.
While neither team was able
to play on their home
court, instead
having met at
FD U -Florham ,
both teams had
equal footing.
The volleyball
team put up
good com peti
tion for the Flying
Dutchmen, but
Lebanon Valley
was still able to
overpower MSU
a n d . d e feated
them
30-26,
30-28 and 33-31.
Lebanon Valley
C o l l e g e
improved to 19-9
overall for their
season, w hile MSU broke
even at 10-10 overall.
Regardless of all of the short
comings faced by the MSU
volleyball team, they have
enhanced greatly since last
season. This year, with only
a little more than half the
season being over, they
have already exceeded that
number to 783 kills, averag
ing about 10.9 kills per game.
Service ha$ also improved a
great deal.
Ending last season with
a total of 178 service aces,
this year they are already
at 222 for the team.
Even though the team's
defense is weaker than last,
they still have managed to
better their average of digs
per game from 12.0 last
season to 12.2 for this season.
Many of the individuals
on the team have also
improved quite a bit since
last season. Senior Stacey

Johnson (HIT) is leading the
Red Hawks in kills averaging
almost three kills a gam e,
so she is a t 207 kills so far
this season. Last year, she
ended with 155 kills, averag
ing about 2.50 a game. She
has also recorded 32 serving
aces and 101 digs com
pared to her 25 serving aces
and 96 digs last season.
Sophomore Tiffany Aciz
(OH/DEF),
despite
not
being able to
play recently,
due to an
injury to her
knee, has still
m anaged to
surpass her last
season statis
tics.
Only
going from 186
kills last year
to 189 so far
for the season,
she is still aver
aging 3.26 kills
per
game
com pared to
her 2.30 kills
per game last season. She
also went from 2.42 digs per
game to 2.66 digs per game.
Sophomore Jennifer Olan
(SET) is completely dominat
ing the assists for the team.
Improving dramatically, she
has already recorded 509
assists for the season, averag
ing a b o u t 7.17 assists per
game.
Last season, she
ended averaging about
4.61 assists per game which
brought her to 364 assists for
the season. Junior Carmen
Alvarado (SET/HIT) has also
improved her serving by
going from 34 serving aces
last season to 41 so far
for this season. Freshman
Kelly McGuire (SET/BL) also
deserves a m ention. She
may not have had the
chance to improve since last
year but the newcomer, as of
now, is leading MSU in serving
aces with 45 and she also
has 73 digs recorded so far.

Volleyball Hawks
End Losing Streak
By Robyn Carofine
A ssistantS ports E ditor

Ihe MSU volleyball team
e n ded their four-m atch
losing streak by shutting
out host Ramapo College
of New Jersey this past
Tuesdayevening.
Junior Carmen Alvarado
led MSU in the 30-20, 30-21,
and 30-27 victories. She
recorded 14 kills and nine

digs for the Red Hawks.
Freshman Flacia Veiga also
collected nine kills, six aces,
and six digs. Jennifer Olan
added 30 assists and Melissa
Strauss had
ten
digs.
This is the first match the
Red Hawks have won since
the Kings Point Invitational on
October 5. They are now 3-4
in NJAC and 11-12 overall,
while the Roadrunners fell to
6-10 overall and 1-5 in NJAC.

MSU Tries to Give Cheer
By Anne Clifford

(Right)
Kelly
Mady is on tcp
of the pyramid
while
Dana
Rutkowski (L)
and
Kristen
Rush (R) hold
on tight.
(Below)
The
squad
does
push ups for
every time that
the
Hawks
score
a
touchdown. For
each additional
time that the
team
scores,
the girls keep
adding
more
push ups to their
routine.

Sports E ditor

At the end of the Spring
2001 semester, the MSU
cheerleader had nothing
to cheer about.
They
had
been
dropped from MSU athlet
ics.
In December, they were
allowed
to
practice
together as a team, but
the University d id n ’t rec
ognize them as anything
official.
After a lot of paper
work and meetings with
the Director of Campus
Recreation, Steve Smith,
they became recognized
as a club in April 2002.
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Hockey Is Swept in Three
By Lee Elias
S ta ffW rite r

The Red Hawks faced a
very tough schedule this
past weekend playing three
of the tgp teams in the Super
East.
The Red HawkSi who had
just come off a competitive
loss to NYU on O ctober 6,
were eager to get back on
the ice and play.
Friday night, the team
played their home opener
against SUNY-StonyBrook
University. Starting the game
for fhe Hawks in net was
Justin MacDonald.
StonyBrook opened the
scoring in the first when Jesse
Muro put the puck in the net
and the Red Hawks found
themselves in a hole. The
hole was only made deeper
when Arty Martrano scored
again for StonyBrook.
The Hawks finally struck
when freshman Ryan Bourke
capitalized on a bad pass
from Stonybrook's goalie,
keeping the score close at

the end of the first. Stony
Brook quickly struck again in
the second when Bill Sullivan
put the puck in the net.
The Hawks woes contin
ued when StonyBrook tallied
again with 7:03 left in the
period. Less than two min
utes later, the Hawks scored
their s.qcond goal when Ed
Caldwell took a blistering shot
at the net which was quickly
and accurately deflected in
front by Mike Grey. The glory
of that goal was short lived
for StonyBrook would tally
again before the end of the
period.
StonyBrook continued the
attack in the third, scoring
four goals. The Hawks tallied
a final goal when Nick Manfredini tipped in a shot from
winger Chris Black who was
fed by Adam Lepore leaving
the final score 9-3.
The following day, the
Hawks hopped on a bus for
a two and a half hour ride to
Cromwell, CT to play Central
C onnecticut State Univer
sity. In net for the Hawks was
rookie goaltender Joe Ballance who literally stood on

head saving 38 of 42 shots.
In the mid first period, the
Hawks let up a shorthanded
goal when Central scored
on a breakaway from a miss
played puck. Only a few min
utes later, the Hawks found
themselves shorthanded.
Central held control in the
Hawks zone until they misplayed the puck giving Ryan
Bourke a breakaway.
Bourke quickly seduced
the goalie with a fake and
put the puck in the net, tying
the score at 1-1.
Spending the rest of the
game shorthanded because
of some questionable calls,
the Hawks had little offen
sive opportunity after that.
Central capitalized on their
pow er play opportunities
and scored three power play
goals. The final score was
4-1.
Sunday afternoon, the
Hawks played Sienna Univer
sity, hoping to put a “ W”
in their favor. M acDonald
would again start in net for
the Hawks.
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